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Abstract
This study is aimed at the application of feed-forward artificial neural networks to the on-line calculation of the optimal f,rring angles of a voltage source con-

verter. Optimal pulse width modulation (OPWIV|) is a method to ¡determine the
switching instants of the power electronic switches in a voltage source converter
CVSC) such that the current harmonics at its ac terminals are minimized while the

number of switching actions per cycle remains constant. To achieve this, the converter switches must operate (or fire) at certain angles, which are dependant on the
magnitude of the fundamental frequency component of the ouçut voltage. Practical

implementation of this technique is impeded partially due to the difficulties of the
on-line calculation of the firing angles. Artificial neural networks (ANN) with their

ability to provide nonlinear input-output relationships can serve as an appropriate
tool to determine the fÏring angles in real time as the required magnitude of the fundamental varies. In this study a feed forward ANN is employed for this purpose. To

verify the basic ideas, in addition to the extensive number of simulations, a hardware prototype was built. This prototype includes the inverter, the firing circuits
and the controller and was successfully used as an induction machine drive.

This thesis is organized in six chapters. After a short introduction in Chapter
1, the basic ideas related

to the ac to dc and dc to ac converters are presented in

Chapter 2,with a clear focus on the harmonic reduction methods. Chapter 3 briefly

introduces the artificial neural networks. The focus here will be on the particular
methods used in the following chapters. Chapter 4 contains the theoretical back-

ground for the optimal PV/M voltage source converter, the proposed method for

controlling the firing angles and details of the hardware implementation of a prototype converter. Chapter 5 explains the application of the same technique to an ac to
dc converter and a STATCOM. The conclusions and suggestions for fuither study
are presented

in Chapter 6.
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CFT.{PTER. 1

{NTRTÐ{TCTTTN

Power electronic converters are a set of devices that deal with the conversion and control of electric powerby supplying voltage and current in a form which
is optimal for the load. Typical applications of power electronic converters include
heating and lighting control, electrochemical processes, dc and ac regulated power
supplies, induction heating, dc and ac electrical machine drives, electrical welding,
active power line filtering, static VAR compensation, series transmission line compensation, IIVDC transmission, and many more.
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Utility

systems produce power in 50 or

1

60Hz sinusoidal form at fixed volt-

age. But many loads need the electric power in dc form, or in ac form but at

different

voltage or frequency. Quite often this power must be controlled precisely. A power
electronic system converts the power from its original form to a form which is best
for the eiven load.

sometimes power is generated in dc form (by batteries, fuel cells, dc generators or

MHD generators) or in ac form but with variable frequency (like wind tur-

bines) or even at a f,rxed frequency, but different from that of the electrical network.

A power electronic system usually interfaces these generating units to the rest of the
electrical system.

At the cenüe of each power electronic converter there is usually a set of
switching devices which are switched on and off by signals from a control system.
The main reason for using switching devices is that an ideal switch has either a zero

voltage across its terminals (on state) or zero current flowing through it (off state)
and in both cases there is ideally no power dissipation in the device. Although real

power electronic switches have some power loss, these are much less than in comparable linear devices. Rapid changes in the voltage or cuffent caused by switching
devices, on the other hand, produce unwanted voltage and current harmonics in the

load and the source. The presence of harmonics in the voltage and/or current has
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many negative impacts on the loads and power system equipment: in electric machines and transforrners it produces extra heat and noise forcing the system to operate below its rated power, in cables

it increases the insulation stresses, interferes

with the operation of protective relays and so on. The growing number of power
electronic converters in the power systems and therefore the rising level of the harmonics has forced a number of utilities to install active and passive filters in their
systems at great costs.

All of these make the reduction of harmonics a major con-

cern for the power electronic converter designers. One common conventional meth-

od for reducing the harmonics generated by converters is to make several smaller
converters instead of one large converter. These smaller converlers are then connected to each other by specially designed transformers to share the output power.
The net effect of the transformer connection is the cancellation of certain harmonics
due to the introduction of appropriate phase shifts. This method used to be the nat-

ural choice in the past because making high power converters was subject to many
technical difficulties and designers preferred to use several smaller converters. But
this is not true any more with the great improvements in the recent years in the ratings and the speed of the switching devices and in the methods to connect them in
series or parallel.

Using smart techniques for turning the switching devices on and off can reduce the size of harmonics andlor move them to the areas of frequency spectrum
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where they are less harmful for the other systems connected to the converter. The

most common technique for this purpose is the Pulse width Modulation (pWM)
where the ON and OFF times of the switches are determined by the instantaneous
values of the desired output voltages or currents. In the basic sinusoidal PWM (see
section 2.3.3) devices are switched at constant frequency but within each cycle the

oN time

depends linearly on the desired magnitude of the ouþut. Many improve-

ments to this basic PWM technique have been introduced (sections 2.3.4 to 2.3.7)

to consider the mutual effects of the phases in three phase converteïs, the effect of
triplen harmonics, advantages of multiple converters connected by transformers
and other effects.

A promising improved PwM technique is the "optimal pwM" which tota[y
removes certain selected harmonics from the output with the minimum number

of

switchings per cycle. Despite this clear advantage this method is not very popular
yet for a number of reasons including the difflrculty of implementation and relative-

ly poor transient behaviour. This project's major aim is to find a convenient way for
implementation of this technique. It will also be shown that superior results can be
obtained with this method in

a

number of applications, particularly the Synchronous

Static VAR Compensator (STATCOM), provided that the proper control scheme is
employed.
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The diff,rculty in the implementation of this technique comes mainly from
the complexity of the equations that determine the switching angles of the inverter.
These are a set of coupled nonlinear algebraic equations which can not be easily
solved in real time. But to be able to use this PWM method we need a new solution

for these equations every time the ouþut voltage of the Voltage Source Converter
(VSC) is changed. Our suggested implementation method is based on using afl ar-

tificial neural network for solving these equations in real time. An artificial neural
network is essential a set of simple nonlinear transfer functions connected to each
other through constant gains. Despite the simplicity of its building blocks, a neural

network can mimic almost any continuous multi input-multi output transfer func-

tion. Another important advantage of the neural networks is that they "learn" the
transfer function between their input and ouþuts by examples of input-ouþut pairs.

In our application a set of solutions to the optimal PWM equations is used to train
a neural

network. Once the ûaining is complete, the neural network can provide the

switching angles forthe voltage source converter for any desired level of the output
voltage. The practicality of this method was examined by making a hardware pro-

totype. The hardware prototype basically confirmed the simulation results and
proved thata neural network-based controller for a VSC can be easily made by a

fair amount of circuitry.
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POWER. ELE

ANÐ

C

TRONÍ C ÐETryCES

COIVT/ER.TER.S

The purpose of this project is to introduce

a

new technique for reducing har-

monic content in the ouþut of a voltage source converter. To provide the necessary
background, this chapter will first briefly review the properties of some coÍlmon
semiconductor devices used in power electronic systems (section 2.1), then

will dis-

cuss fundamental operational principles of ac to dc and dc to ac converters and some

more recent achievements in these areas (sections2.2 and2.3). The focus will be
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always on different ways of reducing the harmonics generated by the converters.
The last section is dedicated to the power electronic systems used for reactive power
compensation with more emphasis on the static synchronous compensator (STAT-

COM). These devices are also based on voltage source converters and use similar
techniques for harmonic reduction.

2.1

PowER SEMTcoNDUCToR DEvrcES
Power semiconductor devices are the key elements of a power electronic

system. The first solid state high power device that replaced the vacuum tubes was
the thyristor. Despite its great success and continuing popular use, the inability
the thyristors to intemrpt the current makes its application

of

difficult in many systems

such as voltage source converters. But the tendency toward using voltage source
converters has been growing because of their many advantages specially the rela-

tive simplicity of reducing their ouþut harmonics. The development of improved
devices that can be tumed off when carrying current has been the recent focus

of

power electronics research.

2.1

.1 Thyrístor

The thyristor is probably the most commonly used power semiconductor
device. A thyristor has three terminals: the anode (A), the cathode (K) and the gate
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(G). The operating principles of the thyristor are simple: it st¿rts conduction only

if

its anode has a higher potential than the cathode and a positive triggering pulse
(V*c) is applied to the gate. It will then remain conducting even if the gate pulse is
removed, until the anode current falls under a certain value l¡.Thyristors are widely
used over the entire power electronics spectrum, including dc and ac motor drives,

lighting and heating control, HVDC conversion, static VAR compensation and sol-

id state circuit breakers. The maximum rating of thyristors is significantly larger
than most otherpower semiconductor components, typically above 5kA and 5-7kV.

They are also less fragile than many other devices and can tolerate large surge currents. The main difficulty in using thyristors is that they can not be furned off by

applying a control signal to the gate.

2.I .2 Triac
The triac has a complex multi-layer structure, but functionally it is like an
antiparallel pair of thyristors. Like the thyristor, the triac has three terminals: Tl,T2
and gate. When T1 is positive the triac is turned on by a positive gate current and
when T2 is positive by a negative gate current. In both cases it remains on until the

terminal current goes below the holding current. The triac is more economical than
a patr of tþristors and is also easier to conffol, but it is more sensitive to rate of
change of voltage (dvldt), less sensitive to gate cunent variations and has a longer
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turn-off time. The maximum rating of triacs is around 800V and 404. The triac is
usually used in 60Hz phase-controlled resistive loads such as heating and lighting.

2.1.3 Gate turn-off thyrístor (GTO)
The Gate rurn-off thyristor (GTO) is a device similar to the thyristor; however

it

can be turned

off by applying a negative gate current pulse (Fig. 2-1). The

turn-on characteristic is similar to the thyristor, but the current gain is much lower

in turn off (typically 4 to 5). This means that a GTO needs a gate current of about

Il4 of the anode current to be turned off. GTOs usually need large snubber circuitsll] to limit

the rate of voltage rise during the turn-off. This leads to a consider-

able snubber loss and limits their operation frequency to

1

to ZWIz GTo's ratings

currently reaches to 6kV and 6kA which is comparable to that of the larger thyristors.

Fig.

2-1

Typical turn-off current waveforms of GTO [2]
page 1l
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2.I .4Power MOSFET
The power MOSFETs structure and characteristics are similar

to the low

power MOSFETs. It is a voltage driven device and has a negligible gate current in
the steady state. High switching frequency and easy gate control are the main advantages of this device and the relatively low power ratings is its major limitation.
Because of very fast switching, this device has very

little switching power loss, but

since it has a relatively high voltage drop in the on-state the conduction loss is high.

The positive temperature coefficient makes it easy to parallel MOSFETs in contrast
to bipolar junction transistors (BJT). Power MOSFETs are popular in low-voltage,

low-current high-frequency applications. The highest ratings available now are
about 500V, 504 and 100kHz.

2.L5 Insulated Gate Bípolar Transistor (IGBT)
The insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) combines the features of a
MOSFET and a BJT. The power handling part of the device is a bipolar transistor
(BJT), but the input stage is like that of a field effect device (Fig. 2-3), resulting in
a

negligible steady state gate current. Like BJTs, IGBTs inherently tolerate relative-

ly high di/dt and dv/dt and therefore their snubber circuits are somewhat simpler.
IGBTs usually have a diode connected across them in the reverse direction as they
can not tolerate signif,rcant reverse voltages. This feature makes them more attrac-
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tive to use in voltage source converters. The simplicity of the gate drive, ease of pro-

tection, and switching speed have made IGBTs one of the most popular power
electronic switching elements in recent years. As a result several manufacturers
have invested in producing higher rating IGBTs. The highest ratings that are com-

mercially available now are 5kV and 1.5k4 ), with the switching frequencies up to
25W12. More over, unlike BJTs, IGBTs can be easily paralleled to achieve higher

current ratings. The IGBT's weaknesses come from its high conduction losses (because of the relatively high voltage drop) and its incapability of handling large over

currents and over voltases.

2.1.6 Gate Commuted Thyrístor (GCT)
The GCT is a newly introduced semiconductor which is based on the GTO

structue [3]. Similar to GTO, the GCT is turned on by a positive gate-cathode

1

ta

I

o*ì

¿

Fig.2-2

The equivalent circuit and symbol of the IGBTl2l
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pulse, but its gate current is larger and the anode-cathode voltage drop waveform is
sharper and smoother. The device can be turned off while conducting by applying
a negative cunent pulse to the gate,

cause a quick turn

which is equal to the anode current. This will

off and removes the tail current which is typical for the GTOs.

GCTs can tolerate a very high dv/dt and therefore do not need a dv/dt snubber, but
they still need a snubber circuit to limit their dildt. As the GCTs are mainly designed

to be used in voltage source converters, they usually come with a monolithicly integrated anti parallel fast recovery diode. Thanks to the thyristor based structure, the

GCT has a much lower conduction losses in comparison with the IGBT. Recent improvements in GCT design has reduced the conduction losses up to

Fig.2-3

25o/o

below the

Snubberless turn-off of a 3kA/4.5kV IGCT[3]
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normal thyristors 14]. This reduces the cooling requirements in high power applications and effectively reduces the overall cost of the converters. The highly demanding gate circuit of the GCT has encouraged manufacturers to assemble the GCT and
its gate drive in one module which is sometimes called Integrated Gate Commuted
Thyristor or IGCT. The highest ratings currently available for IGCTs are 6kV, 5kA

and3WIz.
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2.2 ¿,c

ro Dc coNVERTnns (nncrmmns)

Rectifiers are widely used in countless applications requiring ac to dc convetsion, from home electronics in the miliwatts range to large aluminium and cop-

per mills in the megawatts range. The ac harmonic currents generated by the
rectifiers is a matter of concem for the power utilities because it is directly injected
into their system and can adversely affect other consumers as well as the transmission and distribution equipment. In this section we inftoduce a number of common

rectifier circuits and the harmonic reduction techniques used in them. The author's
contribution in this f,reld by applying the method of neural network controlled optimal pulse width modulation

will be explained in the following

chapters.

The simplest three phase rectifier is the diode bridge shown in Fig. 2-4. This

rectifier is simple and inexpensive, but it has several disadvantages. The output dc

Fig.2-4

The simple (6-pulse) three phase rectif,rer bridge
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voltage has considerable ripple and is not controllable, its ac input current is contaminated by lots of harmonics, and the power factor at the ac terminals is low. The
three phase diode bridge can be improved in several ways to reduce these negative
effects. The next few sections

will brieflv introduce the most common tvoes of im-

proved ac to dc converters.

2.2.1 Thyristor 6-pulse converter
The first step toward a better rectifier is to replace the diode bridge with a
thyristor bridge. Using a half thyristor bridge we can control the dc output voltage
in the

[0-V¡-.]

range by changing the flrring angles of the thyristors.

bridge allows even a wider range of control from

A fuIl thyristor

-V¡r''. to +V¡r-. if there is a

source at the dc side to keep current flowing in the same direction. In this case the

bridge can also send the power from the dc to ac side and act like an inverter.

2.

2.2 Thyristor I 2-pulse converter

The dc voltage ripple and ac current harmonics can be reduced by connect-

ing two bridges in series and feeding them from different secondary windings of a

YYA transformer (Fig. 2-5). The 30 degree phase shift caused by the A connection
combined with the same phase shift in triggering signals of the thyristors makes the
output voltage of the second bridge to be 30 degrees out of phase with respect to the
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åY
Fig.

2-5

The l2pulse converter configuration

f,rrst one. As a result, the total

ouþut voltage will have a ripple at a higher frequency

(12 times the ac system frequency) and lower amplitude. There is also 30 degrees

(or -30 degrees for negative sequence currents) phase difference between the line
currents at the two sides of the YA transformer. Note that the phase shift caused by
the transformer connection is the same at all frequencies. The ac side current phase

shift caused by the converter on the other hand is n x 30o where n is the harmonic
number. As a result the total phase shift for 5th and 7th harmonics is equal to 180o
(note that the 5th harmonic current is negative sequence and the 7th is positive sequence) which means they

will

be cancelled out by the 5th and 7th harmonic cur-

rents from the YY transformer. This confisuration is usuallv called a i2-oulse
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configuration and is quite common in HVDC systems. Using the same idea, we can

build higher pulse number systems like 24 and 48 pulse configurations to further

will require expensive zigzag trans-

reduce the dc and ac side harmonics, but this
formers to produce the necessary phase shifts.

2.2.3 Parallel I2-pulse converter
The two thyristor bridges in Fig. 2-5 canalso be connected in parallel to pro-

vide higher dc current. In this affangement an interphase reactor is necessary to ensure the independent operation of the two rectifier bridges.The

ouþut voltage is the

+
t4

InterPhase
Reactor

/

I

T

dc

f
Fig.2-6

12-pulse rectifier with parallel converters

average of the output voltages of the two converters and the ouþut current is the
sum of the two currents. The ac current's harmonic content remains the same as in
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the series connected 12-oulse converter.

2.2.4 Parallel I2-pulse recfirter wíth multi-tap interphase

reactor
The 12-pulse rectifier can also be improved by replacing Y and A windings

with extended delta connections in the secondary side of the transformer and using
two taps for the interphase reactor [6] as shown in Fig. 2-7 .The extended delta ar-

Fig.2-7

12-pulse rectifier with extended delta connections and

modified interphase reactor

rangement guarantees equal leakage reactances for the two secondary windings.
The tapping ratio for the two taps can be selected such that the eleventh and thirteenth harmonics are eliminated from the input ac current. The fifth, seventh, seventeenth, nineteenth etc. harmonics

will

be cancelled as usual by the transformer.

Thus from the input current point of view, this rectifîer behaves hke a 24-pulse arpage 20
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rangement without using additional switching devices.

In the basic rectiflrer bridge,

if

diodes are replaced with self-controlled

switches such as GTOs or IGBTs, better control over the dc voltage and ac cunent

could be achieved. Switches can be turned on and off at appropriate times to substantially reduce alarge number of harmonics both on the dc and ac sides. This

will

reduce the number of required switches and eliminates the need for complicated
transformers. This method

2.2.

will be fuither discussed in future

chapters.

5 Two-step recfirters

Two step rectif,ters are the most popular arrangements especially at lower
powers. ln these rectifiers usually a simple diode bridge is used to generate an unfiltered dc voltage. Then a dc-dc convefier (e.g. buck or boost converter) shapes the

final output voltage and current at the load to be to the desired level and with minimum lower order harmonics. The two step arrangement enables the designer to fo-

Fig.

2-8

Cascade Buck-Boost converter scheme
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cus on the quality of the ac cuffent (power factor and harmonics) drawn from the

network in the f,rrst stage and leave the dc voltage regulation to the second stage.
Several different switching schemes could be used to improve the ac side current

waveform and power factor. For instance, in the buck-boost 17] converter presented
in Fig. 2-8 the current drawn from the diode bridge is controlled to be almost in pro-

portion to its dc side voltage,i.e. a full wave rectified sinusoid. As a result the ac
current is nearly a sine wave with low harmonic content and near unity power fac-

torl8l.

As another example consider the two-step rectifier shown in Fig. 2-9. In this

rectifier (sometimes called Ditcher rectifier) the main switch turns on and off the
current in the primary winding of the transformer at a constant frequency much
higher than the ac system frequency [9]. During the short "on" period the dc terminals of the diode bridge are connected only to the primary winding of the transform-

er. This raises the current to a level proportional to the ac voltage at the switching

Fig.2-9

Basic configuration of a single phase Ditcher rectifier
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instant, because the length of the on period is constant. Then when the main switch

tums off, the energy stored in the transformer's magnetic field is discharged into
the load via the secondary winding. The dc current drawn from the rectif,rer bridge
consists of a train of pulses with different amplitudes. The fundamental component
of this pulse train is proportional to the rectified sinusoidal voltage at the bridge ter-

minals. As a result the fundamental component of the ac current is also in phase

with the ac voltage. Since the switching frequency is usually high,

a moderate pas-

sive f,rlter can be used at the ac terminals to remove excessive harmonics.
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2.3

oc ro AC coN\aERTERS
The class of power electronic equipment that convert dc to ac are known as

inverters. Similar to the rectifiers, we are here concemed with the quality of converter's outputwaveforms. ln this section we will introduce a number of most common inverter confizurations and the harmonic reduction methods used in them.

Inverters can be classified into voltage fed and current fed (also called voltage source and current source) types. A voltage fed inverter is fed by a constant dc

voltage source such as a battery or a regulated or unregulated rectifier, while a current fed inverter is fed by a constant dc current source such as a super conductor energy storage device or a controlled rectifier with a large series inductor at the ouþut.

A voltage fed inverter can operate in current controlled mode, i.e. its ouþut voltage
can be controlled in a way that the ouþut current follows a specif,red reference val-

ue, regardless of the changes in load impedance or back emf. Similarly a currentfed inverter can operate in voltage controlled mode to provide the specified voltage
at the ac terminals. Obviously in all these cases the output voltage and/or current

waveforms of the inverter must be as close as possible to a sine wave and therefore
reducing the output voltage and cunent harmonics is a major concern. As the flrst
step, voltage source inverters usually use series inductors at their ac ouþuts to reduce the current harmonics, while current source inverters use parallel capacitors to
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filter voltage harmonics. Different multi pulse and modulation techniques are also
widely used for this matter. The most coûrmon types of the voltage source inverters
and harmonic reduction techniques are shortly introduced in the following paragraphs.

2. 3.

I

Square-wave voltage fed ínverter

The most simple voltage source three phase invefier is perhaps the squarewave voltage fed inverter (six-step inverter) shown in Fig.

2-I0 (a).In this circuit

transistors can be replaced by IGBTs, MOSFETs, GTOs or any other self-controlled electronic switch that suits the application. Theoretically during each cycle the
upper and lower switches in each leg conduct for 180o (in practice a short dead time
between two successive switchings is necessary to avoid short circuitting the dc
source). Switches in each leg are turned on and off

with l20o phase shift with re-

spect to the other two legs. The resulting ouþut voltage is a three phase symmetrical

squarewave ouþut as shown in Fig. 2-10 (b). In this simpie inverter the frequency

of the ouþut ac voltage is controlled by the inverter, i.e. by the frequency of the fir-

ing pulses. But the amplitude of the ouþut ac voltage is determined by the dc
source. Therefore

if

the amplitude of the outputvoltage is to be controlled, the dc

source has to be controllable. The other major drawback of this inverter is that its
output voltage contains a large amount of harmonics and therefore needs strong f,rl-
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tering. Low cost and relatively low losses are the main advantages that make the
square wave inverter attractive in some applications.

va
V6

firing puise generator

va

V6

(b)

Fig. 2- 10 Three phase square-wave voltage-fed inverter bridge;
a) Circuit diagram, b) The ouþut voltage waveforms
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2.3.2 Pulse Width Modulation
The output voltage ofa voltage source converter can change only as pulses,

for instance the phase voltages of the inverter shown in Fig. 2-I0 canbe either E or
zero. Modulating the width of these pulses provides a way to change the average

output voltage such that it contains a dominant fundamental component with harmonics as small as possible. Pulse width modulation (PWM) techniques have been
improved over the time to provide the lowest harmonic levels with lower number
of switchings and best h"ansient performance for different applications. The follow-

ins sections introduce a number of most common PWM methods.

2.3.3 Sinusoídal PWM
The above mentioned problems with the square wave inverter can be addressed by using aPulse Width Modulation (PWM) scheme. Using PWM shifts the

ouþut voltage harmonics to higher frequencies which makes the filtering much easier. PWM also allows the ouþut voltage to be controlled inside the inverter and
therefore eliminates the need for the dc source to be controllable.

Fig.2-I1

shows

how the switching pulses are generated in the conventional sinusoidal PWM technique (also called the suboscillation PWM technique). Here a reference sine wave
is compared with a triangular carrier wave. The frequency of the triangular carrier
is much higher than the reference sine wave. Whenever the reference signal is great-
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er than the carrier, the PWM trigger signal is high, otherwise it remains at the low

level. For a three phase inverter like the one shown in Fig. 2-I0(a), three separate
reference sine waves with the same magnitude and frequency and 120ophase shifts
are required to be compared with three triangular carriers. When a trigger signal is

high, the upper switch in the corresponding leg of the inverter is turned on and the
lower one is turned off. Similarly, when the trigger signal is low, the upper switch
is turned offand the lower one is on. This makes an outout voltase at each terminal

of the inverter that switches between zero and the fulI dc voltase in a similar fashion

to the trigger signal.

The signal generated this way has a fundamental component at the same
frequency as the reference sine wave and with an amplitude proportional to it (as

long as the amplitude of the sine wave is below the peak value of the triangular
wave). The harmonic voltages at the ouþut of this inverter are mainly concentrated
around the frequency of the triangular carrier, i.e. characteristic harmonics with
closest frequency to the carrier have the largest magnitudes. As a result a higher car-

rìer frequency will reduce the size of lower order harmonics and facilitate filtering,
but at the same time it

will

increase the inverter losses because of the hisher number

of switchings. The modulation index, defined as the ratio of the magnitude of fundamental for a given scheme to the magnitude of fundamental for the six step in-
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Fis.

2-11

Generation of sinusoidal PWM waveform

verter (note this is different from the ratio of the amplitude of the reference sine
wave to the carrier which is sometimes also defined as modulation index). is a
measure to compare the amplitude of the fundamental in different PWM methods.

For the sinusoidal PWM the modulation index can reach its maximum value of

æ/

4=0.785 when the amplitudes of the reference sine wave and the triangular carrier
are equal [12]. Increasing the amplitude of the reference signal beyond this level
(over modulation)

will

increase the amount of harmonics in the

ouþut voltage.
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2.3.4 Harmonic iniectíon PWM
Harmonic injection PWM [13] is a simple technique to increase the maximum modulation index while reducing harmonics in the output at the same time.
Since the triplen harmonics do not appear in line currents in a three wire system,
they can be added to the modulating signal in

a

pulse width modulator to elevate the

maximum modulation index. The optimal amplitude and phase of each harmonic
can be found by optimization techniques. This

tion index Ío

will

increase the maximum modula-

Jir/6 = 0.907. This scheme also reduces the total harmonic content

of the ouþut and its sensitivity to the dead times.

2.3.5 Space vector

PInt[

Space vector PWM is a very effective PWM technique.

ln this method

at

each moment of time the desired voltages for all three phases are considered togeth-

er and then the state of each switch in the inverter is decided such that the ouþut

voltage of all three phases are as close as possible to the desired values. Looking at

all three phases at the same time makes this method different from the previous
methods that consider each phase independently. A brief explanation about the fundamentals of this method is given in the following paragraphs.

Each switch in the inverter can have two states: on and off. Therefore the
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switches of the three phase bridge of Fig.

2-I0

can have eight possible states

(two

for each arm). Here we assume that exactly one switch in every branch is on at any
time. Obviously both switches being on will cause a dc bus short circuit and must
be disallowed. We also do not allow isolation of the load from the dc bus as would
happen with both switches off. For each arm of the inverter if the upper switch is on

(and the lower is off) the ouþut voltage of the corresponding phase is equal to the

dc source voltage and if theupper switch is off the outputvoltage of thatphase is
zero. The output voltages ofthe three phases can be represented by three vectors at

zero,I20o and240o. For each possible state of the inverter switches, the three output voltage vectors can be added to make a unique vector that represents the ouþut

voltage of that state. Fig.2-12 shows the 8 voltage vectors for the above inverter
that arc calculated according to the following equation:
Y=213 ( vu+

where o =

"i'n/t,

ov6+

o4")

(2-r)

and v¿, v6, and vc are either zero or equal to the dc source

volt-

age. In this figure the vector V1 represents the state of the inverter when vu is high
and v6 and v" are low while V2 shows that vu and vb are high and

v. is low. For the

two states where all the upper switches or all the lower switches are on, we have
V=0. These two states, Vo and Vg are called null states.

When the inverter is working, a controller provides a set of three reference
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Fig.2-12 Vector

diagram for SVPWM

values for the three phase voltages. These three reference voltages are usually sam-

pled at a constant rate with a sampling period Ts. At the time step k, the values of
desired (reference) phase voltages are

vf

,

v6* and vs+. Similar to the inverter out-

put voltages, these three values can be combined (using
ence output voltage vector

V*. Usually the inverter

but it can stay in the two adjacent states (say V1 and

Eq.2-l) to create the refer-

can not produce this voltage,

V)

for t1 and t2 seconds and

also in one of the null states for tn such that its average output voltage vector over

the sampling period is equai to the reference voltage. This requires the following
equation to be satisfied:
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TJ"=tlV1+ t2V2+ trrV'

(2-2)

where Tr=t1 + t2 + tnis the sampling period. Fig.2-12 shows how t1 andt2can be
calculated from the projection of V* on the two adjacent voltage vectors. Since the
surn of t1 and t2 is less than the sampling period To the inverter must stay in null
state for the rest of the sampling time. The

null state time t rcan be evenly divided

between the beginning and the end of the period Tr. In each case the

null state is

selected such that the transition from the previous state to null state and from the

null state to the next state can be done with the minimum number of switching actions (usually only one switching). SVPWM rnethod provides fast response to
changes in the reference voltage and can produce less harmonics than the SPWM at

the same frequency.

2.3.6 Synchronous PWM
The above PWM methods operate at constant carier or sampling frequency,

while the fundamental frequency of the reference signal is changing. Hence the
switching sequence can be non-periodic which means that the Fourier spectrum of
the ouþut voltage is continuous and contains frequencies lower than the lowest car-

rier sideband as shown in Fig. 2-i3. This problem is particularly important for
smaller fy'f1 ratios where fr is the carrier or sampling frequency and f1 is the funda-

mental frequency of the reference. Synchronization of the sampling frequency and
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the reference voltage can remove this problem. In synchronized PWM the ratio
N=fy'f1 takes only integral values and is called pulse number. When the required
modulation index or the frequency of the reference signal varies it is sometimes
necessary to change the pulse number. These changes occur instantaneously and
can generally produce current transients especially when the pulse number is low.

2.3.7 Improved space vector PWM methods
Several suggestions to improve the various aspects

of SVPWM inverters

have been given [14,15]. One interesting suggestion is to add a random part AT to

T to spread the harmonics over a bandwidth [16]. This method reduces the power
of harmonic voltage at each particular frequency to a very low level and therefore
reduces the possibility of excitation of natural frequencies of the load. The optímal

subcycle method is another variation of the space vector PWM in which the duration

t .1

f
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"=2
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l+
Fig. 2-13 Measured frequency spectrum fbr an asynchronous SVPWM inverter ll2l.
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of the sampling periods are not constant. The length of sampling period is considered as an optimization variable and is calculated for each sample

in a way that

some objective function is optimized [17]. This method exhibits high dynarnic per-

formance and can be used for synchronized and asynchronous modulation in a wide
range of switching frequencies. The optimizatíon reduces the harmonic currents at

given frequencies and the frequency spectrum lacks dominant carrier frequencies.

2.3.8 Sampled SPffM tucltníques
The sinusoidal (suboscillation) PWM is easy to implement using analog integrators and comparators for generation of the triangular carrier and the switching

tk-l tk

tk+l

I

¡

I

Fig.2-I4

Regular sampled PWM (a) reference signal (b)
regular-sampled waveform (c) PWM waveform
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pulses. Problems such as thermal drift, component tolerances, dc offsets, etc. associated with analog circuits have made the microprocessor based SPWM controllers

more desirable. In a digital contoller the reference signal can be sampled and the
crossing instant between the reference and carrier signals calculated in real time.
This method which is called natural samplingrequires solving transcendental equa-

tions and therefore is not suitable for software implementation. ln the regular sam-

pling tecbnique [18,19] on the other hand, the reference signal is sampled

at

regularly spaced intervals as shown in Fig. 2-I4.For each carrier cycle two samples
are generated, the first sample is used to calculate the time instant for the leading
edge of the PWM pulse and the second is used for the trailing edge. The PWM sig-

nal generated this way is sometimes referred to as "asymmetric" regular sampled

PWM because the two edges of each pulse are modulated with different samples of
the reference signal and therefore it is asymmetric with respect to the sampling impulse. It is also possible to use only one sample to modulate both edges of the PWM
pulse equally and produce a "symmetric" PWM signal 120].

2.

3.9 Multílevel inverters

In multilevel inverters instead of using a single dc source a number of dc
sources are connected in series to provide a way for applying different voltages to

the load. Alternatively, a single dc source can be connected across a chain of series
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Fig.

2-15

One pole of a threelevel inverter

connected capacitors (Fig. 2-15). In this case an additional control loop should be
added to the system to keep the capacitor voltages at a constant level. At the

terminal, depending on which IGBTs are on, voltage Va can be equal to

E

ouþut

, El2 or

zero. IGBTs can switch on and off only once per fundamental frequency cycle to
produce a staircase waveform. This method of operation is called Fundamental Frequency Modulation (FFM). Different types of pulsewidth modulation schemes can
also be used to further improve the ouþut waveform. The harmonic distortion at the

output of multilevel inverters is much less than two level inverters, especially when

higher number of levels are used. The higher number of components, higher losses
and more complicated control are the main disadvantages

of this type of invert-

erlZll.
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2. 3.

I 0 Current-controlled ínverters

Current-controlled voltage-source inverters l23l arc often used in drive systems. Here a voltage-source inverter works in closed loop to maintain the output

current as close as possible to a reference (time varying) value. Several different
methods for controlling current can be used but the most conlmon methods are linear control, hysteresis control, space vector current control, predictive current con-

trol and trajectory tracking control.

The linear current control (also called ramp comparison and suboscillation

cuffent control) consists of three independent proportional-integral (Pi) controllers

comparators

Fig.2-16 Linear

current regulator
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that are employed to receive the current error and derive the reference voltage for a

pulsewidth modulator. As usual the reference voltages are compared with a tnangular carrier signal to produce three switching signals that control the three limbs
of the inverter. This scheme has a fast response, but it has a steady-state cunent er-

ror (tracking error) when the reference currents are not constant. Fie. 2-16 shows
the block diagram for a basic linear cunent controller.

In the hysteresis-band control scheme the current effors in the three phases
are detected independently and when each of them exceeds an assigned band the
corresponding inverter switches are coÍrmanded to change their state (Fig. 2-17(a)).

double

'o@to
1,0

limit cycle

(a)

Fig.2-r7

(b)

Basic hysteresis current control: (a) controller block diagram,

(b) waveforms
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This control method is simple to implement and has a very good dynamic performance. The independent operation ofthe three phases and lack ofany strategy to gen-

erate zeto voltage vectors increases the switching frequency especially at lower

modulation indices. Moreover, the current error is not strictly limited. The current
can leave the hysteresis band whenever the zero vector is turned on and the load's
back-emf vector has a component that opposes the previous active switching vector.

At maximum the current elror can be twice the size of the hysteresis band (Fig. 217(b)).The inverter has also a tendency to lock into

limit cycle high-frequency

os-

cillation when the frequency of the reference current signal is low.

The space vector current control,like the linear current control, compares

the reference and actual currents to produce a reference voltage through a PI con-

troller. This reference voltage is then sampled and applied to a space vector controller which

will in turn control

the inverter. Similar to the linear current control, there

is a steady-state current error here. This error can be reduced by using a model of
the load (usually a machine) to estimate the back-emf. The function of the current

controller is then basically reduced to correct minor effors caused by a mismatch

of

model parameters or the model structure f241.

Another possibility in the space vector scheme is to use a look-up table instead of the PI controller. In this method the objective is to either
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tude lAil and angle arg(Ai) of the current error vector or its components Aio and Âig.
Once a limited quantity reaches its boundary value the current switching state is ter-

minated. The next state is then read from a look-up tableaus table is addressed by
the error vector and/or the actual switching state vector [25].

The predictive current controlmelhod has common elements with the look-

up table method discussed above. The time of switching is determined by suitable

error boundaries. When the current error vector touches the boundary line, the inverter changes its switching state. To select the optimal switching state, trajectories

of the current vector in the next time step and the time required to reach the next
error boundary is predicted for all potential switching state vectors. Predictions are
based on a simplified model of the load (usually a machine). Finally the switching
state vector which produces the maximum on-time is selected. This procedure

min-

imizes the switching frequency.

The trajectory tracking control method combines an off-line optimization

for steady state operation and an on-line optimization during the transients. When
the system is in steady state, the actual current vector is compared to its reference
value and the error is fed to a PI controller to produce a reference voltage vector.
The magnitude of this vector is used to select an optimal switching pattern from a

look-up table. This look-up table contains a set of pre-calculated switching patterns
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Reference
current vector

Actual

predictive voltage
vector calculation

load pararneters
calculation

current vector

Fig.2-18

Basic predictive current control

for different values of voltage magnitudes which will minimize the harmonic distortion of the load cunent under the steady state. Using a simpliflred model of the
load and the selected switching pattern, the steady state harmonic curent is calculated and compared to the actual value to detect transients. During the transient an

on-line optimal tracking procedure modifies the switching patterns to minimize the
transient harmonic current

127 -281.
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2.4 sr¿uc vAR coMpENSAToRS
Reactive power compensation is one of the major applications of voltage
source converters in the power transmission and distribution industry. Power

utili-

ties are particularly sensitive about the harmonics injected into their networks as
can affect a large number of consumers as well as the

it

utility's ecluipment. Therefore

it is important to reduce the harmonic content of the compensator ouþut by adapting improved switching techniques. The neural network controlled optimal PWM
technique suggested in this project was applied to advanced static VAR compensa-

tor and showed considerable improvement (chapter 5). This. section briefly introduces the basic operation principles

of the most common types of static VAR

cornþensators.

Reactive power compensators are used in power ffansmission and distribu-

tion systems primarily to control the voltage level. They can also facilitate the active
power transmission control and power oscillation damping. Reactive power compensation can be achieved by connecting reactors or capacitor banks to the system

via circuit breakers. But this type of control has two drawbacks: circuit breakers are
not fast enough to respond to the fast system transients and the reactive power can
only be changed in steps. Using a synchronous condenser solves both of these problems as it is faster and can change its reactive power output linearly over a wide
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range of capacitive and inductive values. But this is actually a rotating machine and

like other electromechanical equipment needs expensive maintenance. Availability
of modern power electronic switches has made it possible to replace these equipment with fast, reliable reactive power compensators that are less expensive and can
be

contolled more easilv.

2.4.1 Conventional Static Var Compensator (SVC)

A conventional Static VAR Compensator (SVC)

consists

of one or more

Thyristor Switched Capacitors (TSC) and one or more Thyristor Controlled Reactors (TCR) as shown in Fig. 2-19. TCR simply consists of a reactor and a thyristor
valve. The reactor is usually divided into two parts with the thyristor valve in be-

Trans. Line

TCR

Fig.2-19 Conventional

Static Var Compensator
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tween. This is to limit the fault currents flowing through the valve

if

a short circuit

occurs at the reactor's terminals. TSC is basically a capacitor bank which is connected to the network by a thyristor switch.

A small inductor is usually put in series

with the capacitor to limit the valve cuffent when there is a considerable difference
between the capacitor voltage and the bus voltage when the thyristors are fîred (inrush current). The capacitor bank is fully connected to the network once the thyris-

tors are fired, and is disconnected as soon as the f,rring pulses are stopped. Since
current leads the voltage in a capacitor, it is impossible to change the capacitor current through the firing angles of the thyristors unless GTOs are used instead of thy-

ristors. For the TCR on the other hand, the amount of the absorbed reactive power
can be controlled continuously between zero arrd

full capacity by changing the flrr-

ing angles of thyristors from 90o to 180o. When the TCR operates at fîring angles
between the two limits, its currents are not sinusoidal and contain large amounts

of

sTh,7th, 1lth etc. harmonics necessitating the use of a number of filters. When a
TSC and a TCR are installed in parallel, the reactive power can be controlled con-

tinuously from full capacitive to full inductive levels. When the required reactive
power is capacitive and less than the TSC capacity, the TSC is connected to the net-

work and the firing angle of TCR is controlled to absorb the difference befween the
required reactive power and the TSC capacity.
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2.4.2 Statíc Synchronous Compensator 6TATCOM)
The STATCOM is an electronic equivalent of the synchronous compensator

which controls reactive power by means of adjusting a voltage source behind a synchronous reactance

1291.

A STATCOM is basically a three-phase voltage source in-

verter which is connected to a small capacitor on the dc side. The ac side is
connected to the ac network through an inductance which is usually the leakage inductance of a transformer. Fig. 2-20 shows the basic configuration of a STATCOM.

Under steady-state conditions the inverter converts the dc voltage of the capacitor into three ac voltages. The fundamental frequency component of these voltages are kept in phase with the ac network voltages (after considering the possible

c)

J

vd.
.2

6 Pulse VSC

Fig.2-20

Basic configuration of a STATCOM
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phase shift caused by the ffansformer).

If the line side magnitude of the inverter

voltage (fundamental frequency component) is less than the transmission line voltage, the cunent flowing into the invefter

will lag the transmission line voltage. In

fact if the resistances of the inductors are neglected, this current will be pure inductive and lag the voltage by exactly 90 degrees. Similarly, if the magnitude of the inverter voltage is larger than the transmission line voltage, a capacitive current

will

flow into the inverter. The difference befween the magnitudes of the inverter voltage and the line voltage determines the magnitude of the STATCOM current and

therefore the amount of the reactive power generated or absorbed by it. When the
inverter voltage is small, the STATCOM absorbs a large amount of reactive power.
As the inverter voltage becomes larger, it absorbs less and less reactive power until
the point where the magnitudes of the inverter and line voltages are equal and the
reactive power is zero. Further increase in the inverter voltage will cause an increase

in the STATCOM reactive power. These conditions are quite similar to the operation of the synchronous compensator in under-excitation and over-excitation modes
and hence the rational for the name STATCOM. Fig.2-21shows the phasor dia-

grams for a STATCOM with negligible losses in the inductive and capacitive
modes of operation. Here V is the transmission line voltage phasor, E is the fundamental frequency component of the inverter voltage,

cy

component

of the STATCOM

I¡is

the fundamental frequen-

current (positive when flowing into the
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(b)

Phasor diagrams for a STATCOM in the steady srate. (a) inductive mode, and (b) capacitive mode

STATCOM) and XrI¡ is the voltage drop over the inductors (usually the leakage
inductance of the transformer).

As long as the inverter and transmission line voltages are in phase, the
STATCOM current remains at right angles with respect to these voltages and no active power is exchanged between the STATCOM and the system. But if E leads

by a small angle (less than 90), the angle between
and therefore real power

v

and

I¡will

v

be more than 90o

will flow from the STATCOM into the transmission line.

This will reduce the voltage across the dc capacitor as it is the only source of power

in the srATCoM. similarly, if the inverter voltage E lags the line voltage

v,

the

STATCOM absorbs real power from the line and the dc capacitor will be charged.
Fig.2-22 shows the phasor diagrams for the STATCOM in two extreme situations
where

it

absorbs or delivers pure active power.
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Fig.2-22

Phasor diagrams for the STATCOM when it is (a) delivering
pure active power, and (b) absorbing pure active power

lncreasing or decreasing the dc voltage will affect the magnitude of the ac
side voltage E of the inverter, which in turn controls the amount of the reactive pow-

er generated or absorbed by the STATCOM. This mechanism of charging and dis-

charging the dc capacitor is used in most STATCOM control schemes as the
principal mechanism of controlling the reactive power ouþut. Pulse-width modulation is an alternative method to change the inverter output voltage and hence the
reactive power without changing the capacitor voltage. This method

will be dis-

cussed in more detail in the following chapters.

2.4.3 Comparíson between SVC and STATCOM

ln conventional SVC reactive power is generated or absorbed by

energy-
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saving components i.e. capacitors and inductors. The amount of the reactive power

ouþut of the SVC is limited by the ratings of these components. In the STATCOM
on the other hand, it is not the energy-saving components that generate or absorb
the reactive power. Here the reactive current is actually "exchanged" between the
three phases such that in the ideal case there is no current flowing into the dc capac-

itor. The dc capacitor's function is to keep the voltage ripples af anacceptable level.

This is a great advantage for the STATCOM in terms of the size and cost of the
components. But the drawback is that the voltage source invefter in the STATCOM
depends on GTO or other self-controlled electonic switches. Compared to thyristors, these switches are generally more expensive, more difficult to control and have

lower ratings and more losses. Furthermore, series connection of self-controlled
switches is generally more diffrcult than for thyristors.

From the power system point of view, the major difference between the
SVC and the STATCOM is in their voltage-current characteristics in the over-voltage and under-voltage regions. As shown in Fig. 2-23,The maximum current that an

SVC can draw from the network depends linearly on the network voltage. This is
because at the extreme operating points, the SVC is essentially a constant impedance and therefore its current depends linearly on the voltage.

A STATCOM on the

other hand can calry its rated current over a wide range of under-voltage and over-
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IC

(a)
Fig.2-23 Voltage-Current

(b)
characteristics for (a)SVC and (b)STATCOM

voltage conditions. If the network voltage drops, the ouþut voltage of the inverter
in the STATCOM can be reduced accordingly, so that its current remains at the desired level.

2.4.4 Multí-pulse and quasi multïpulse STATCOMs
The voltage-source inverter used in the STATCOM generates some harmonic voltages at its ac ouþuts. This causes some harmonic currents to be drawn
from the network. Modern day STATCOMs utilize the harmonic cancellation techniques discussed earlier (multi-pulse or quasi multi-pulse) so that no significant ac

filtering is required. Note that if ac filters are introduced, they could impact negatively on the dynamic performance of the device.
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The simplest multi-pulse scheme is used in the 12-pulse STATCOM. In this
scheme fwo 6-pulse square wave inverters are connected to a common capacitor on

the dc side as shown in Fig. 2-24. Onthe ac side, inverters are connected to the sec-

ondary windings of two separate YY and YA transforrners. This arrangement is

very similar to the 12-pulse rectifier that introduced in section 2.2.2, but here the
primary sides of the transformers are connected in series to allow adding the two
voltages rather than the two currents. The f,ring pulses of the upper and lower inverters are phase shifted by 30o with respect to each other so that the fundamental
frequency voltages at the primary sides of the transformers are in pheasants causes
the 5th and 7th harmonics of the inverter voltages are also phase shifted with respect
to each other by 150o and 2iOorespectively. The YA transformer adds an extra 30o

õ

tÀ
(t)

d

six-pulse inverter

-

tt)
H
C-

six-pulse inverter

Fig. 2-24 Twelve-pulse STATCOM
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2-25 Phasor diagrams for 1 2-pulse STATCOM voltages : (a)fundamental
frequency, (b)fi fth harmonic, (c)seventh harmonic

phase shift to the 5th harmonic but for the 7th harmonic

it reduces the phase shift

by 30o. This is because the three phase 5th harmonic voltages are in negative sequence while the 7th harmonic voltages are in positive sequence, and the transform-

er's phase shift is in the opposite direction for the positive and negative sequence
voltages. Thus on the primary side of the YA transformer both the 5th and 7th har-

monic voltages are 180o out of phase with respect to the YY transfoÍner as shown

in Fig. 2-24. As a result, the 5th andTthharmonics generated by the two inverters
cancel each other and the fundamental components add up.
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Similar to the 12-pulse STATCOM, four six-pulse inverters can be connected to each other to make a 24-pulse STATCOM that contains no 5th, 7th,

1lth

and

12th harmonics in its ouþut. In this case the firing pulses of each inverter must be
150 phase shifted

with respect to the next one. To make sure that the fundamental

voltages of the inverters add up and the above harmonics are truly cancelled out at
the network side, the transformers should provide similar phase shifts between their

primary and secondary voltages. Zero and3Oophase shifts can be achieved by using

YY and YA

transformers, but for other phase shifts the zigzag configuration must

be used. The leakage reactance of all four transformers must be equal to guarantee

their equal contribution to the reactive power generated (or absorbed) by the STAT-

coM. This

is hard to achieve with zigzag transformers. The 48-pulse

srATCoM

similarly consists of eight six-pulse inverters with firing pulses phase shifted by
7.50 with respect to each other and transformers that provide similar phase shifts be-

tween their primary and secondary voltages. The harmonic contamination at the
output of this STATCOM is very low, because all the characteristic harmonics up
to the 4Thareremoved. The 48-pulse STATCOM is particularly attractive in high-

power applications because compared to lower-pulse-number arrangements, it can
use inverters with lower ratings. This reduces the need for series connection of
switches (usually GTOs) and therefore reduces the cost and power losses in inverters. But using zigzag transformers

with different phase shifts is the main problem
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with this type of STATCOM.

The quasi multi-pulse technique [30] eliminates the need for the complicated transformers, but the drawback is that

it allows

a small amount

of the character-

istic harmonics to appear in its ouþut voltage. In this approach, the harmonic

To the network

(a)

Et'

Et,,

ft\

(b) H r""

fr
/å

Pt'"

H

r/

\f

#

w

Ett,

(c)

E'r,

Fig.2-26 The structure and phasor diagrams for a quasi 24-pulse STATCOM
(a) converter connections with inter-phase inductors, (b) eleventh harmonic and
(c) thirteenth harmonic phasor diagrams
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voltages generated by the inverters do not cancel completely when the inverter voltages are added up, but the magnetic system is much simpler in this case.Fig.2-26

shows one possible structure for the quasi 24-pulse STATCOM. The

fring

pulses

of the first two converters are phase shifted by + and -7.5o with respect to the net-

work voltages. Therefore the eleventh harmonics

are

at 17.5x71= t82.5oand the

thirteenth harmonics arc at!7.5xI3=97.5o with respect to the same reference. The
output voltages of the two invefters are added together by means of inter-phase inductors. Two YY transformers with series connected secondaries could also be used
instead of these inductors. At the output of the inter-phase inductors the magnitude

of the l lth and 13th harmonic voltages are only I3%o (cos82.5o=0.13) of their original values. The same technique is used in the third and fourth inverters to reduce
the magnitude of the 1lth and l3th harmonics, but the firing pulses of these inverters are 30o ahead of the first and second ones. This in combination

with the YY and

YA transformer affangements will remove the frfth and seventh harmonics just like
in the l2-pulse STATCOM. Higher pulse number STATCOMs can be constructed

similarly, i.e. a quasi 48-pulse STATCOM which adds up the ouþut voltages of
eight inverters to effectively reduce the magnitude of all harmonics up to the 47th
to negligible levels [32].
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2.5 coxcr,usroNs
ln this chapter we studied the most commonly used power electronic devices including the thyristor, the triac, the

GTo, the IGBT, the power MOSFET and

the IGCT. The advantages and drawbacks of each component was briefly discussed

along with the maximum ratings and common applications. Then a number of rec-

tifier configurations, including the multipulse and two-step converters, were introduced and the waveform quality in each câse was discussed. The main emphasis

of

the chapter was on the dc to ac converters (inverters) and the harmonics reduction
methods used in them. Several variations of pulse width modulation technique was
explained and their relative advantages were discussed. This paves the ground for a
better understanding of the optimal PWM method which is the main technique used

in this project. The operating principles of STATCOM was also briefly discussed
as we

will

use ourneural network controlled optimal PWM technique in this parlic-

ular application in the following chapters. The next chapter will briefly introduce
the basic principles of neural networks. This

will provide the required background

for the following parts ofthis thesis that are dedicated to the voltage source converters

with the neural nefwork controlled optimal PwM as the switching method.
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çHAPTER.3

,4R.TNF N CT,qÍ, NE

URAL NE TWT R.KS

Artiflrcial neural networks have been used in a broad range of applications.
These include pattern classification, pattern completion, function approximation,

optimization, prediction, and automatic control. tn this project an artificial neural
network has been used to control the switching angles of a voltage source converter

in such a way that certain selected harmonics are eliminated from the ouþut voltage. This chapter provides a short introduction to the artificial neural network

with

emphasis on the particular type of the network and training methods used in this
project.
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A large number of network paradigms, each with its own distinctive name,
have been introduced. But despite appearances, all artificial neural networks per-

form essentially the same function: They accept a set of inputs (an input vector) and
produce a corresponding set of ouþuts (an ouþut vector), an operation called vec-

tor mapping. Likewise, all neural network applications are special cases of vector
mapping [33].

A

neural network essentially consists

of a number of

interconnected

processing cells, usually called neurons. Neurons receive inputs from each other
and from the outside world (the input vector) and send their outputs to the other neu-

rons and to the outside world (the output vector). Each neuron applies a simple
mathematical function like a polynomial or a sigmoid or just a scaling factor to its
inputs. The link between each pair of neurons has a weight, i.e. the ouþut of each
neuron is multiplied by a factor before being applied to the next neuron. These
weights act as free variables in the network that by assuming a certain set of values
cause the network to do a particular mapping. Fig. 3-1 shows the block diagram
a

of

typical neuron with sigmoid characteristic.

The mapping relationship between input and ouþut vectors may be static,

where each application of a given input vector always produces the same output
vector, or it may be dynamic, where the ouþut produced depends upon previous, as
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well as cunent, inputs and/or outputs. Different network paradigms vary greatly in
the range of mappings that they can represent. Determining the representational

limits for each network type is currently an active area of research. However, it has
been proved that for the feed-forward networks with one hidden layer the functional

relationship befween the input and ouþut vectors may be, for all practical purposes,

arbitrarily complicated [34]. In other words, without changing internal topology,
this kind of network is capable of producing any functional relationship likely to be
encountered by changing its weights. However, this proof doesn't determine any

limit on the number of hidden units required to achieve

a certain mapping.

Artif,rcial neural networks learn from experience. This characteristic, perhaps more than any other, has created the current interest in these methods. Learn-

ing offers a powerful alternative to programming. Leaming methods may
broadly grouped

as

be

supertised andunsupervised, with a great many paradigms im-

plementing each method. In supervised learning, the network is trained on a training

x1

x2

Fig.

3-1 A typical sigmoid neuron
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set consisting of vector pairs. One vector is applied to the input

of the network; the

other is used as a'target' representing the desired output. Training is accomplished

by adjusting the network weights so as to minimize the difference between the desired and actual network outputs. This process may be an iterative procedure, or
weights may be calculated by closed-form equations. Unsupervised leaming, sometimes called self-organization, requires only input vectors to train the network. Here

the neural network is presented with sets of input data, and the network classifies
these input sets into categories. This classification is achieved by an algorithm that

extracts statistical regularities from the training set, representing them as the values

of network weishts.

The feed-fonuard

ANN trained by the back propagation method (or one of

its many variations) is the most commonly used neural network. As shown in Fig.
3-2, in this type of ANN neurons are arranged in several layers. Each neuron receives input from all the neurons in the previous layer(s), but not from the other neu-

rons in the same layer or those in the next layers. The first layer, usually called the

input layer, receives the input vector and sinply transfers that to the next layer without making any changes. The ouþuts of the neurons in the last layer are considered
as the

ouþut vector. There are usually one or two layers of neurons befween the in-

put and ouþut layers which are called hidden layers. Transfer functions of the neu-
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rons ofthe output layer and hidden layer can be different, but the backpropagation
method requires them to be differentiable in their whole range except possibly for
a countable number of noints.

3.L

rns BACKpRopAcATToN

TRAINTNc METHoD

Training of a feed-forward network means minimizing an error measure between the ouþut vector and the target vector over the whole training set. The back-

propagation method

is essentially a computationally simple technique of

calculating the gradient of the ouþut error with respect to the network weights. Assume that x is the input vector to the network and W1 is the matrix of all the weights

(/)

(-.':

.+
ë.

r+

(-.1

U)

Hidden layer

Ouþut layer

Fig.3-2 A feed-forward

neural network with one hidden layer
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between the input layer and the first hidden layer. The subscript 1 shows that the
weights are connected to the first layer. Then the ouþut of the hidden layer is given

by'

y:/(xwr)

(3-1)

wherefl.) is the vector of transfer functions of neurons in the hidden layer and operates on the product in a component-by-component fashion. To simplify the anal-

ysis we assume that the outputs of the f,nal layer neurons are linear combinations
of the hidden layer outputs. Therefore the ouþut of the network is

out=/(xW1)W2

(3-2)

where W2 is the matrix of all weights between the hidden and output layers.
The error measure for the outout vector out is defined

,r.

as

I ¡[rtr-out,)2]

(3-3)

i

where i is the number of components in the output vector and

t is the target vector.

Altematively, the effor may be averaged over the entire training set, in which case
the error measure is

sse

=

Irr,-out,)t]
*|,I,
nl

(3-4)

where n is the number of training vectors in the training set. Now the gradient of the
error with respect to the weights in the ouþut layer is

where v, is the ouþut of the;th hidden neuron. For the weights in the hidden layer
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Vjk = ôsse/ôwr,,r = (ôsse,/ôout¡) lôoto/ôwr,¡p7
ôsse,/ôouto = -2 (tu-out¡)

(3-s)

ôotto/ôwr,jr = yj

Vjk = _2 (tv_ our¡)

y¡

the gradient is calculated as follows:

Vij =

ôsse,/âw,,ij =

I

(ôsse,/ôouto) (ôouto,z ôy,)

(ôy./ô*r,i¡)

k

ôsse,/ôouto =

I

(tu- out¡)
(3-6)

ôouto/ôy, = *2,jk
ôy,/ôwr.,i =
-

.(,

I
f lI*,.ii xil.xi
\i

)

This method can be easily extended to any number of hidden layers.

Once these gradients are in hand, many different optimization techniques

can be adopted to minimize the error. In the original backpropagation method
weights are updated at each iteration according to the following rule:

w,o(n+ 1) = w,u(n)

(3-7)

-nvjk

where w¡tdn) is the value of weight at nftiteration and

11

is the learning rate. This

method can, on certain problems, cause weights to oscillate rather than converge to
a solution. To alleviate this, usually a momentum (similar to the acceleration factor

used

in load flow algorithms) is added to the weight update to make the weight

change a function of the previous changes as follows:

w.,u(n+

1) = w,u(n) -nvjk+cr(aw¡r(n-1))

(3-8)
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here Aw¡ldn-l) is the change in the weight in the previous step.

The backpropagation method is a very slow training method.

A

large

number of improved versions of bacþropagation have been suggested to increase
its speed and to reduce other problems associated with this method. However, since
these methods are heuristic, their effectiveness is highly problem dependant. Here

we present a few of these methods that are well tested on a large variety of problems
and generally accepted to be beneficial in a wide range of applications.

The Self-Adapting Baclqropagation (SAB) method [35] associates a sepa-

rate step size (p) to each weight which is adjustable during the training. At each
training step, if a weight is changed in the same direction as the previous change its
step size is increased. But

if

the direction of change is different from the previous

step, the step size for that weight should be decreased. The Super SAB method is
also based on the same rules, with an additional rule:

if the direction of the current

change is the opposite of the previous one, do not make this change and reverse the

previous weight change. Using these simple rules, Super SAB can achieve training
speeds 10-100 times faster than the original bacþropagation.

The conjugate gradient descentmethods [36], unlike the previous methods,
do not proceed in the opposite direction of the gradient, but instead they proceed in
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a

direction which is conjugate to the direction of the previous step (preferably to all

previous steps). The gradient on the current step stays perpendicular to the direction

of the previous step. Such a series of steps is noninterfering, i.e. the minimization
performed in one step is not partially undone by the next. Conjugate gradient methods approximate this conjugate direction by taking into account second derivative

information that is not used by the bacþropagation. The original conjugate gradientmethod requires the calculation of the second derivative matrix (Hessian) which

is a computationally heavy task in addition to solving a set of n linear equations
(where n is the number of weights). Instead, a number of clever methods have been
devised to approximate a series of conjugate steps. These methods generally move

in the direction of the gradient vector, but not with a fixed step size. Instead they do
a

line search to minimize the error function to f,rnd how far to move in this direction.

For the quadratic surfaces this method converges to the minimum in n steps. In the
areas close to the minimum usually the surface can be considered quadratic. But in
the areas far from the minimum the behaviour is less predictable. Nevertheless con-

jugate gradient methods are generally much faster than bacþropagation [33].

The original backpropagation suffers from a number of serious problems
like requiring user to provide parameters like training rate and momentum that there
is little theory for their determination, the high possibility of net'work paralysis i.e.
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getting trapped in local minima or a flat area during the training, and long training
time. The improved versions of the backpropagation method like super self-adapting and conjugate gradient descent are much faster and more reliable than the original method, but there are still two basic problems facing this method: there is no

way to ensure that a solution is the best possible, and unpredictability of the net-

wotk's ouþut when an input vector is unlike any vector in the training set. Despite
these problerns, the feed-forward network trained by the bacþropagation method

is the base of most successful neural network applications.
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CF{APTER.4

TË{E NEURAL NETWORK CONTR.TÍ,T,EÐ
TPTTN{,AT, TNT/ERTER

As mentioned earlier, minimizing the harmonic content of the ouþut voltage (or current) is one the major concerns in the inverter design. In this chapter, de-

sign and implementation of an inverter will be discussed that eliminates the selected
harmonics using optirnal PWM. The control algorithm is implemented using ANN
techniques as suggested by the author.
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4,L

THE oPTIMAL PwM INvERTER

In

a

two-level PWM voltage source inverter the sum of the squares of all

harmonics (including the fundamental) is always the same (Fig. a-1):
oo

oT

v2dt=

I
U

I"? I

i=

-E2r

(4-1)

1

where Vi is the RMS value of the iüharmonic. So to improve the harmonics in the

ouþut voltage two approaches are possible:
1. Shift the harmonics to higher frequencies where

it is easier to flrlter them out.

2. Increase, as much as possible, the amplitude of triplen harmonics in three phase
systems without a neutral line. Since the triplen harmonics do not appear in the line

voltage and current in these systems, this will not affect the load, but, as equation
(4-2) suggests, this will reduce the amplitude of the other harmonics.

Fig.4-1 A typical PWM waveform
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In the optimal PWM technique [37] used in this project the first method is
employed, however the optimization procedure does not put any constraint on the

magnitude of the triplen harmonics, allowing them to attain whatever value which
requires the elimination of the selected harmonics. The method is optimal in the
sense that it uses the minimum number of pulses to achieve these goals.

A great por-

tion of power loss on the inverter switches happens during the switching actions because neither the voltage across nor the current through the switch

is zero at this

time. Therefore reducing the number of switching actions generally reduces the loss
in the switches. This is of major concern especially in high power inveÍers.

In optimal PWM we normally select a waveform with odd and halfwave
symmetries. This guarantees that there will be no even harmonics and simplif,res the

calculation of the amplitudes of the other harmonics. The amplitude (peak value) of
the odd numbered harmonics for a PWM waveform with the above symmetries is
obtained from the following equations.

4E_

Vl = ,, [1 - 2 cos ot + zcosc{,2 - ...2cosoJ
4E_

v" = ñ,Ll

-2cos3c{,1

*

2cos

3

oZ- . . .2 cos 3 orr]

(4-2)

:

4E
V,K =kn 11 -zcoskc{,l + 2 coskü2

- .. .2 coskcrn]
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wheïe cr; is the ihswitching angle in the first quarter cycle (Fig. 4-1),

Vl

is the am-

plitude of the fundamental and V¡is the amplitude of the kftcharacteristic harmonic. To achieve the optimal PWM, in general we should set Vl to the desired value,
and the magnitude of all unwanted harmonics equal to zero and solve the resulting
set of equations for

a\, aL...,

on. Thus with n switchings per quarter cycle we

be able to determine the magnitude of fundamental and remove up to
ics. An attempt to eliminate more harmonics

will result in a set of

there are more equations than variables which most likely

will

n-l harmon-

"q,ru,iorrs

where

will not have a solution.

On the other hand if the number of the eliminated harmonics is less than n-1, the
number of equations is less than variables. This

will give us the possibility to em-

ploy the unused degrees of freedom for other optimization pulposes.

For a three phase system without

a

neutral line, the magnitude of the triplen

harmonics are normally left floating. Analysis of the above set of equations using
the Walsh Transform 138] shows that, if the number of the equations and number

of

switchings per quarter cycle are equal, then there are only two possible sets of solutions. The only difference between these two sets of solutions is the phase of the
fundamental and harmonics, i.e. from the practical point of view they are equivalent. This means that the magnitude of the triplen harmonics will remain the same
regardless of which set of solutions is selected. The triplen harmonics can also be
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eliminated like other harmonics by adding the corresponding equations to the set of
equations to be solved. The advantage of doing this is a reduction in the neutral

point voltage of the transformer as explained later, but the disadvantages are higher
switching frequency and possibly higher total harmonic distortion in the output ac
current. This latter effect is because eliminating the triplen harmonics

will

increase

the magnitude of the harmonics that are not eliminated as shown in equation (4-1).

The necessary and sufficient mathematical conditions for existence of a so-

lution for equations (a- 1) are not known to the author, but in most practical cases it
is possible to find a solution. When the number of equations and unknowns are
equal, many different algorithms can be used to solve the set of nonlinear algebraic
equations (4-2). When solving a set of nonlinear equations, selection of the initial

point is not always easy, as it has a considerable effect on the final solution and even
on the convergence of the algorithm. Some authors [38] have suggested techniques
based on the Walsh Transform to guarantee the convergence of the solution algo-

rithm. The approach to this problem in this instance is to use the initial point V1=0,
crr,¡=c{,¡¡1=irrlLn,

i=\,3,...,n-1 if n is even (a similar result could be obtained

odd), then increase
is used as the

Vl in small

steps.

if

n is

At each step the solution of the previous step

initial point. Fig.4-2 shows

a set

of solutions obtained by the Newton-

Raphson method and the above technique when n=5 and 5ft, 2ft, t

tüaod 13ühar-
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monics are eliminated, i.e. when in the following equations Vl/E is set to different
values from 0.01 to f .i6 in 0.01 steps andthe set of five equations is solved each

time for ü,1 ... cr5

:

V1 = Tlt-2coscr, + 2cosar- ...2coscrr]
V5 = Htt-2cos5ct, + 2cos5ur-...2cos5or]
(4-3)
Y

V

I

1

7=

Hlt

=,

*g I

t

-2cos7 u, + 2cos7 ur- ...2cos7or]

- 2 cos I 1 cr, + 2 cos 1 I o 2_. . . 2 cos 1 1 crr]

V13 = ,*g -2cos 13cr, + 2cos73c-r- ...2cos r3crr]
It

As can be seen in the typical graph of Fig. 4-2,when the magnitude of fundamental is increased beyond some limit, the adjacent firing angles reach each other
and no solution can be found for the optimal PWM equations. The exact value

of

V1.u* depends on the harmonics chosen to be eliminated. It was observed that in
most of our cases (eliminating all harmonics except the triplens up to a certain order) the equations do not have a solution for the values of V 1 greater than l. 1 6pu,

which is equivalent to a modulation index of 0.91. The problem of narrow pulses
also appears for the values of

Vl

close to zero. Therefore for practical usage of the

optimal PWM we must set the upper and lower limits of Vl to certainvalues lower

than f .i6 and greater thanzero respectively. The exact limits are calculated based
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on the capabilities of the switching devices and controller. The main limitations
comes from the fact that a switching device must remain in on (or

off) state for

a

certain time before it can be switched again. A short period of dead time is also necessary between switching

off a device and switching on the opposite device on the

same phase to avoid short circuitting the dc source. For high voltage converters the

minimum on and off times for the valves and the minimum time between the
switchings are in the range of tens of microseconds which implies a minimum pulse

width in the range of 0.2 to 2 degrees in a 50Hz system. Obviously the firing pulse
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controller can also add to this limitation if it is not

of

a higher speed. For a modu-

lation index above 0.9 the governing equations do not have a solution and therefore

it is not possible to eliminate the selected harmonics.
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4.2 ¡.cl¡lnvrNc oprIMAL

p\ryM UsING AN ARTTFIcTAL NEURAL

NETWORK
The previous section showed that it is possible to completely remove a set

of selected harmonics from the output of

a

PWM inverter. For real world implemen-

tation of this inverter we need a firing system that, for any desired value of V1, alters
the state of the switches at the corresponding angles obt¿ined from Eq. 4-2. Ãs can
be seen from Fig. 4-2, firing angles cr¡ for an optimal PWM inverter are nonlinear

functions of the frrndamental component amplitude Vt. A few methods have been
proposed to build a controller that changes the firing angles with V1 according to
these nonlinear functions. The first method is to approximate these functions

with

piecewise linear functions [38]. The method suggested in 139l uses the regular sam-

pling PWM with a particular switching function to obtain a relatively good approx-

imation of the optimal PWM. Another approach is to use a look-up table that
associates each value of

Vl to a set of firing

of accuracy, the look-up table must have

a

angles. To achieve the desirable level

relatively large number of entries and use

some kind of interpolation to deal with the inputs that fall befween two table entries.

In this thesis

a

new method is proposed that uses a feed-forward artificial neural net-

work to map the normalized values of the fundamental component amplitude to the
optimal switching angles. The fraining process of this network can be done off-line
and only once; therefore the training time is not a matter of concern. Compared to
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the common look-up table method, the neural network approach requires much less

memory space but if a normal sequential processor is used for its implementation,
its processing time is higher than the look-up table. A precise measurement of the
processing time for the two methods is not included in this thesis because practical
means to measure the processing times were not available at the time. Nevertheless,

a rough comparison between the two method is possible based on the number

of

mathematical operations required in each case. Processing of a piecewise linear
neuron consists of

n+l additions and n+l multiplications

and

a

few comparisons

(n is the number of neurons in the previous layer) to f,rnd the weighted sum of the

ouþuts from the previous layer, select the correct portion of the transfer function,
and to apply the transfer function to the input. For a look up table on the other hand

calculation of the outputs requires a comparison (to find the proper entry in the table) and two additions and a division for each ouþut. Although floating point division is a time consuming operation for most processors,

it

seems that the neural

network requires a longer processing time because all the above calculations must
be performed for every neuron in the network.

It is predicted that with the availa-

bility of low-cost parallel processing neural network chips in the near future, the
processing time of the ANN

will

also be reduced. Although in principle the neural

network processing time can put a limit on the maximum switching frequency of
the PWM convertet, the main limitation is imposed by the converter switching de-
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vices. The maximum switching frequency for a single IGBT is currently 25kHz. For
an IGBT valve consisting of several devices the maximum switching frequency is

drastically reduced.

4.2.1 Fíring angle control using a sigmoid

Al{N

The number of harmonics to be eliminated depends on the requirements

of

the load and the properties of the switching device used in the inverter. As the
number of eliminated harmonics increases. the outout current becomes closer to a
pure sine wave, but the nurnber of the

,*n"n**

u"rrorrc increases at the same time

and therefore the switching losses go higher. The higher number of pulses also
means that they are shorter and hence breach the

limit of the switching device when

the frequency and amplitude of the fundamental component are lower. For the test
cases used

in this proiect we decided to eliminate all harmonics up to the 29ü. As

explained in section

4.l,to

be able to remove the eight non-triplen harmonics in this

range and also determine the magnitude of the fundamental we require a minimum

of nine switchings per quarter cycle of fundamental. The corresponding firing angles are found by solving nine equations as in Eq. 4-2 for k= 1 , 5, 7 ,

IT,

13

,

17

,

19 ,

23 and25.The switching frequency is therefore 59fnwhere fnis the fundamental
frequency. This allows us to raise the fundamental frequency in our hardware prototype inverter up to i50Hz at maximum modulation index.
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Fig. 4-3 shows the structure of a three-phase, two-level PWM inverter with
the neural network firing angle control. The amplitude and frequency orders for the

fundament¿l component of the inverter's output voltage are determined by a higher

level controller. The neural network receives the desired amplitude and produces a
set of f,rring angles that guarantee the elimination of unwanted harmonics while the

amplitude of the fundamental remains at the ordered level. The firing circuit uses
its frequency input and an intemal time base oscillator to convert the firing angles
to the actual firing times. The time base oscillator works at33Nftfzand is an integral

part of the processor board. These f,ring times are then used to generate the actual
gate pulses. In power system applications (e.g. STATCOM) a phase-locked loop
can be used to keep the inverter sl,nchronized to ttre ac system.

As mentioned earlier, training of the neural network is carried out off-line.
To provide the network with a proper set of input-output pairs as the training set,
equations 4.2were

solvedforvaluesofVlfrom zeroto 1.168(highestpossibleval-

ue) with 0.018 steps. The set of all the solutions as well as the corresponding values

of V1Æ form the training set for the neural network. Several other step sizes were
also tried, but it was found that larger steps (less entries in the training set)

will not

give the desired accuracy and smaller steps (more entries in the training set) are not
necessary as the accuracy criterion was met with the

curent step size. To evaluate
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va
V6

vc

firing circuit
Artifrcial neural
network

Fig.

4-3

Neural network controlled optimal PWM inverter

the network's behaviour, a set of one thousand input-output pairs were used as the
test set.

It is well known that the optimal structure for a neural network that fits the
requirements of

a

particular problem can only be found through experiment as there

are no established methods to flrnd this structure at the present time. Therefore in
this project

a

number of neural networks with one or two hidden layers and different

number of neurons in each layer were trained to find the simplest network with acceptable performance. Training of each network was repeated several times with
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randomly selected initial weights to reduce the probability that the final error is a
local minimum and not the global optimum and not a local minimum. The desired
performance was that the maximum absolute error on the test set should be less than
0.1 degrees. In a 60Hz system this is equivalent to a maximum absolute error of 4.6
microseconds in turn-on and turn-off times of the inverter switches which is of the
same order as the switchine time of a GTO.

After experimenting with several neural network structures, the three layer
(one hidden layer) network with flrve hidden neurons (i.e. five neurons in the second

layer) was found to provide satisfactory results with the minimum number of neurons. Also results were best when a sigmoid characteristic was selected for the func-

tional non-linearity. Direct connection from input to ouþut neurons was also tested,
but it did not improve the network's behaviour. The software tool used for training
and testing the network was the Xerion software package which is a

Unix based pro-

gram developed by the University of Toronto [31].

From the many different training algorithms available in Xerion, the conju-

gate gradient method gave the fastest convergence and lowest possibility to get
trapped in local rninima. Conjugate gradient descent (see section 3.1) is a second
order optimtzation method that does not proceed down the gradient of the objective
fi.rnction, but instead in a direction which is conjugate to the direction of the previpage
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ous step (and preferably to all previous steps). Therefore the steps taken by this
method are noninterfering, in the sense that the minimization performed in one step

is not partially undone by the next step. Conjugate gradient methods approximate

this conjugate direction by taking into account the second derivative information
that is not used by back propagation

1331.

Using the above training set and optimization method, a neural network was
constructed that accepts normalized magnitude of the fundamental voltage ofthe in-

verter and provides the optimal firing angles at its outputs. Fig. 4-4 shows the the-

oretically exact values of two firing angles

cx.1

and o"2aîd their calculated values

from the neural network ri 1 and ã2 as functions of normalized voltage magnitude.
Note that the theoretically exact values can only be obtained after solving a complex, multi-order non-linear optimizationproblem, a process that is not easily implemented on line. Although the ANN takes a long time to train, once implemented,

it produces these values very fast when presented with the fundamental voltage order. As can be seen there is a close match between the accurate and the estimated
values and the criterion for the network accuracy is well satisfied.

To study the behaviour of the proposed neural network controlled optimal
inverter, a complete three phase system including the inverter, firing circuit, neural

network and load was simulated and analvsed bv the EMTDC/PSCAD transient
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Examples of the outputs of ANN along with the theoretical
values of firing angles

simulation software package. This software package provides allbrary of ready-touse models for most

coÍìmon electrical and control components such

ed for constructing the inverter and firing circuit models.

as those need-

It also allows the user to

easily add new models to this library in the form of FORTRAN subroutines. To be
able to simulate an artificial neural network, a new component model for EMTDC/

PSCAD was developed which receives the number of the input, output and hidden

neurons

as

well

as a set

of weights

as

parameters (weights are read fiom a text file)

and then calculates the flrring angles based on its input voltage order.
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A number of simulations with different types of loads were conducted to
verify the validity of the proposed method of harmonic reduction. Fig.4-5 and Fig.
4-6 show the output voltage and current of the inverter and their Fourier analysis
under steady state conditions for two sample values of

Vi of 0.5pu and 1.Opu re-

spectively. The inverter load is modelled as a simple inductive impedance with a
power factor of 0.8. The neural network with five hidden neurons mentioned earlier

in this section is used to generate the required f,rring angles to remove non-triplen
harmonics up to the 29ü. Since 9 switching per quarter cycle is used, the switching
frequency

is (9x2+1).(60)=1I40H2. As can be seen in these figures, all the non-tri-

plen harmonics up to the 29th are totally cancelled in the phase voltages. Note that
the middle point of the square markers are the actual values of the harmonics in
these graphs. In the line voltages triplen harmonics disappear as expected and the
lowest order non-zero harmonics are the29th and 31st. Because of the inductive nature of the load, higher order harmonic voltages see larger impedances compared to
the fundamental and therefore the harmonics are filtered out to a larse extent. This
causes the line current to have much less harmonic content than the voltage as can

be seen in Fig. 4-5c and Fig. 4-6b. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter,

the sum of the squares of the amplitude of all harmonics is a constant value for a

two level PWM signal. This is the reason that in Fig.4-6, where magnitude of the
fundamental is increased, voltage harmonics are much smaller.
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The voltage at the neutral point of the transformer secondary winding is the
sum of all triplen harmonics in the three phases. Assuming that the low voltage side

of dc capacitor is grounded, either directly or through an impedance, this voltage is
equal to zero when the lower switching devices of all phases are on, and is equal to
the capacitor voltage when all the upper devices are on. If two of the upper devices
and one of the lower ones are on the neutral point voltage is 2/3 of the dc voltage
and

if two lower devices and one of the upper devices are on it is equal to Il3 of the

dc voltage. Fig. a-5(d) shows the neutral point voltage and its Fourier analysis. As
the magnitude of V1 is reduced, the triplen harmonics become larger and the average neutral point voltage is increased.

4.2.2 Fíring angle control using

a

piecewíse línear ANN

The ñnal goal in this project is to actually implement in hardware the optimal voitage source inverter with the proposed control scheme. As the special hardware in the form of an ANN chip which is able to perform the neural network
computations in parallel was not available to us at the time the research was going

on, we were forced to implement our neural network by conventional sequential
processing units. Real time implementation of the sigmoid function

will involve

a

large number of floating point operations including division and floating point exponent calculations. An altemative to this method is to replace the sigmoid charac-
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teristic function for neurons by a piecewise linear approximation of it (see Fig. 3-1

for neuron characteristic). The piecewise linear function does not need floating
point exponential function and division calculations and therefore requires

less

processing time when implemented in real time. Obviously better results are expected when more line pieces are used. In this project using seven linear pieces
showed satisfactory results. Adding more line pieces
the two characteristics, but at the same time

will

will reduce the error between

increase the amount of computa-

tions required to implement the new neurons in real time. Slopes and lengths of the
line pieces were selected in

a

way that the integral of the square of the error befween

the sigmoid and piecewise linear graphs is minimized. Fig. 4-7 shows part of the
sigmoid function and its piecewise linear approximation between -5 and +5.
tr

piecervise linear

characteristic o

sìgrnoid characteristic

0.8

^nA

-5-4-3-2-1012345
h (input)

Fig.

4-7

Sigmoid and piecewise linear characteristics
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The sigmoid characteristic was then replaced by the new piecewise linear
characteristic for the neurons in a network which was already trained. As can be
seen in Fig. 4-8, the resulting

ouþut f,rring angles are fairly close to the original val-

ues, but since the magnitude of harmonics in the ouþut voltage is sensitive to
changes in the cr's, we have unacceptably large harmonics in the output. Fig. 4-9
shows the ouþut voltage waveform and its spectrum for the system shown in Fig.

4-5 with the same magnitude for fundamental, but with the above piecewise linear
characteristic for the neurons. As can be clearly seen, using this new characteristic
causes an increase in the 5th, 7th, etc. harmonics from less than lo/o to a maximum

tr
A

CLI

actual crl

0.2
Fig.

with piece!vise linear network

cX,?

V

0.4

0.6

with piecewise linear network

achlal ct,

0.8

1

4-8 o1 and cr2when the sigmoid function is approximated by
a piecewise

linear curve
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of about 1 0%. This levei of harmonics can not be tolerated in many applications and
therefore another solution to this problem must be found.

On furttrer reflection, oru process has consisted of the following steps:
1) Training the network assuming sigmoid neurons.

2) Replacing the neurons withpiecewise linearunits inthe actual implemen-

tation.

Alternatively one could use the following modified process:
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Line voltage and its spectrum for the piecewise linear network
with the same weights as the sigmoid-characteristic network
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Assume piecewise linear characteristic for the neurons in the training process itself.

ln this way, no approximation is made at all between the model and its implementation as both assume piecewise linearity. Theoretically this is possible, because the
new characteristic function for the neurons is a continuous, monotonously increasing function, and differentiable except in a countable number of points e.g. the vertices where the lines

join [41]. Obviously, the existing ready-to-use neural network

training softwares could not be used to train this network and therefore a customized training program had to be developed. This is one of the contributions of this
thesis. The developed training program uses the plain back propagation algorithrn

for its simplicity and therefore needs the f,rst derivative of all neuron characteristics
at each iteration of training. This derivative happen to be the slope of the appropriate piece

of line, depending on the operating point of neuron at that iteration. In the

rare case that the derivative at the breaking point of the characteristic is required,
we can choose either the left or right derivative, with no significant effect on the

fi-

nal results.

As the plainbackpropagation method is very slow, it is important to choose
a starting

point as close as possible to the flrnal solution. Since it is expected that the

optimal weights for the piecewise linear network to be close to the weights of the
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sigmoid network, it is reasonable to select these weights as the starting point for the
new training program. This in fact reduces the training time considerably and pre-

vents the simple training program from being stuck in local minima of the error
function.

A neural network with a structure similar to those used in the previous examples was trained with the above method and was employed to generate the firing
times for the same system. Fig. 4-10 shows the simulated voltage and current wave-

forms and their spectra for this system. As can be seen in this figure, results are almost identical to Fig. 4-5: the magnitudes of the Sú,

all less than

lo/o, magnitude

Fig. a-5) and magnitude of

2ft.t". harmonic

voltages are

of 29tr harmonic is about 48% (compared

3ls harmonic is about

16% which is close

to

45% in

to llo/o in

case of sigmoid network. This considerable improvement is due to the fact that

in

this case we are not "approximating" the neuron's characteristic with a piecewise
linear function, but we are conducting the training with the a-priorie knowledge of
the piecewise linear characteristic.
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a) Line voltage and b) Line current and their spectra
the new piecewise-linear network

for
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4.3 nan¡wARE IMpLEMENTATIoN oF THE oprrMAL pwM TNvERTER
The hardware implementation of the optimal PWM inverter can be divided

into two parts: the inverter bridge and the flrring controls. The inverter bridge comprises of the IGBT power electronic switches, the free-wheeling diodes and the
snubber circuit. The firing controls are implemented on a Digital Signal Processing

(DSP) board that communicates with a Personal Computer @C) host. The PC provides a Graphical User lnterface (GUI) that allows the user to change the magnitude
and frequency of the ouþut voltage in real time. This inverter system was used to

drive an inductionmachine in a simple open-loop constant-volts-per-hertz(Ylf) arrangement. The open loop control was chosen because of its simplicity, higher
speed and robusflress compared to the closed loop scheme. For a converter connected to a well regulated dc source this scheme works properly

if

accurate speed con-

trol is not necessary. Closed loop control allows additional improvement in the
accuracy and can be used when the dc bus voltage variations are considerable. The

following subsections explain the details of the various parts of the hardware and
some fvpical test results.

4.3.1 The inverter bridge
The inverter is basically made of three double IGBT modules. Each module
contains two IGBTs with the emitter of one IGBT connected to the collector of the
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other one as shown in Fig. 4-11. Gates, collectors and emitters of both transistors
are accessible from the terminals. The modules used in this project have 504 and

600V ratings. The three modules were mounted side-by-side on a heat sink. The
three collectors of the upper IGBTs, and also the three emitters of the lower ones,
were connected to each other by very short pieces of wire to keep the inductance

of

the dc link as low as possible.

The dc power was supplied by a six-pulse diode rectifier which was fed by
a three phase auto transformer. This arrangement provides an adjustable dc voltage

in the range of zero to 300V. But because of the relatively large inductance of the
autotransformer, fast changes in the rectifier's output dc current may cause very
large over-voltages. To protect the inverter against these over-voltages, a dc capac-

itor (3000uF) was put across the dc terminals of the rectifier. To suppress very fast
voltage impulses where the large electrolytic capacitor is not effective (because of
its internal irductance), a smaller ceramic capacitor was connected in parallel to the

81,C2

Fig. 4-i

I

A double IGBT module
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electrolytic capacitor.

4.3.2 The snubber círcuit
During the operation of the PWM inverter, the dc source current experiences fast changes. This is particularly true when fast

IGBT switches are used that can

tum off in a fraction of a microsecond. A quick drop in the dc current will cause the
small inductance of the dc link wires to produce alarge voltage impulse at the inverter dc terminals. It is imperative to protect the inverter switches against these impulses as the IGBTs can not tolerate such over voltages even for very short periods

of time. A small circuit, usually called a snubber, will considerably reduce these
over voltages by connecting a capacitor across the inverter when an overvoltage occurs.

It

should be mentioned that in a voltage source inverter like the one used in

this project, the ac load inductance does not cause any transient overvoltages. This
is because the fast anti-parallel diodes, which are partof the IGBT modules, provide
a path

for the load current to flow even when the IGBT's are turned off.

The simplest snubber circuit is a small capacitor (non electrolytic) connected directly across the IGBT module dc terminals. Although effective

inreducing the

ffansient over voltages, this capacitor may start resonating with the dc link inductance and therefore is not commonly used.

A snubber circuit consisting of a capaci-
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tor, a diode and a resistor as shown in Fig. 4-I2 wlll avoid the resonance problem.
Here the capacitor is charged to the dc line's normal voltage when the dc line is energised. Now,
diode

if

the dc line voltage rises due to a quick drop in the dc current, the

will start conducting

and the capacitor

will absorb the stored energy in the dc

line inductance. When the dc line voltage is back to normal, the capacitor is discharged to the normal dc voltage level through the resistor. We chose this snubber

circuit for its simplicity, although there are other more complicated snubber circuits
that offer features like reduced power loss and protection against under voltages.

4.3.3 The driver circuit
The IGBTs used in this project need a gate-to-emitter voltage of +15V to

fully turn on and -8V to securely turn off while the gating signals generated by the
controller computer are at the TTL level, i.e. 0 to 0.5V for logic 0 and 3.5 to 5V for

logic

1. Therefore there is a need

for a driver circuit that translates the ouþut of the

controller to the voltage levels required by the IGBT's gate. It is also a coÍìmon

INVERTER

Fig.4-12

The snubber circuit
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practice to isolate the gate signals generated by the controller, from the high power
inverter by using opto-couplers. A ready-to-use hybrid integrated circuit provided
by the IGBT manufacturer can do both these jobs by receiving TTL signals at the

input and transferring them through an opto-coupler to a driver circuit which provides the proper voltages for the IGBT gate. The driver also monitors the collector-

emifter voltage of the transistor to detect serious over cuffent conditions and reduce
the gate voltage

if

necessary.

The above mentioned driverrequires a *15V,0,-8V power supply. The drivers for the three upper IGBTs must have separate power supplies with independent

0V terminals. This is because these terminals are connected to the emitters of the
IGBTs and if they are not independent the ac ouþuts of the inverter can be shorted
out. In this project we used six separate supplies for the six drivers (instead of the

minimum four supplies) to keep all the six drivers identical. Each of these power
supplies actually consists of a dc/dc converter and a voltage regulator. The dcldc

Driver
votrage

regulator

Circuit

Fig. 4- 13 The power supply for the gate driver of one IGBT
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converters receive power from a coÍlmon 5V source and provide isolated +/-15V at

their ouþuts. A voltage regulator then converts -15V to -8V which is required by
the driver circuit. Fig. 4-13 shows the power supply for IGBT gate drivers.

4.3.4 The TMS320C30 Drocessor
The family of TMS320 Digital Signal Processing chips manufactured by
Texas Instruments, is widely used in a variety of industrial applications such as image processing, speech processing, digital filtering, communications and real time

control. The TMS320C30 belongs to the third generation of these processors which
were first introduced in 1990. It is a 32-bit CMOS floating-point device which is
able to process up to 33.3 million floating-point operations per second (MFLOPS).

This performance can be achieved through using two parallel Arithmetic Logic
Units (ALU) with 60ns single cycle instruction execution time. ln addition to the
Central Processing Unit (CPU), this chip contains a limited amount of memory

(4Kx32-bit ROM, 2Kx32-bit RAM, and 64x32-bit Cache), Direct Memory Access

(DMA) unit, two independent serial ports, two external interface ports and evo 32bit timers.

SPTMS320C30 is a ready-to-use DSP board from Spectrum Inc. with C30
processor, additional on-board memory and buffered inpuloutputs. This board can
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be inserted in a PCI slot in any X86 based PC. The PC then serves as a host for the
DSP board that can load

it is running

a

program into its memory and communicate with it while

the program. The PC host can also operate as a user interface for the

DSP application. To do this, two programs must run at the same time: the applica-

tion program on the DSP processor and the interface program on the PC. These two
programs communicate with each other through a dual port memory on the DSP
board (Fig. a-13). The PC program can receive information from the user and pass

it to the DSP program and/or receive information from the DSP program and displav it for the user.

The manufacturer provides

a

number of effective development tools such

I

RAM

I

RAM

I

I

I

c30
processor

I

G

I

' PC Bus
\-./

x86
plocessor

I

I

I

Buffer

-:-t--

4w

UO

Fig.4-14

Basic structure of the C30 board and its connection to the PC
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C language and assembly language compilers, a C30 emulator and simulator that
greatly facilitate programming and debugging of the applications. The C compiler
can optimize the final code to utilize the parallel processing facilities of the C30 as

much as possible. Through the use of the emulator, one can run the program in steps
and monitor the contents of the registers and memory. The simulator does a similar

job without requiring

a DSP board to be present.

It is actually

a piece

of software

that runs on PC and simulates the behaviour of the DSP chip.

The two serial ports are able to either send or receive 8, 16,24 or 32 bit data

words independently. In addition, if the serial communication is not required, the
serial port pins can be programmed to behave as general purpose VO pins. This
gives the user the opportunity to send and receive a limited number of binary signals
(6 pins for each serial port) without requiring any additional circuitry. The data is
sent and received through these pins by writing into, or reading from, certain mem-

ory mapped registers.

The two timer modules are general-purpose, 32-bit time/event counters with

two signalling modes and intemal or extemal clocking. They can be used to signal
to the C30 or the extemal world at speciflred intervals, or to count external events.
Timers can be used to intemrpt the CPU or DMA (Direct Memory Access unit) or
send a signal to the outside. Three memory mapped registers control the operation
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of each timer. The global control register determines the operating mode of the timer, the period register specifies the timer's signalling period and the counter register

contains the current value of the incrementing counter. The content of this register

is incremented by one every time an input clock pulse is received. Once the value
of this register equals the period register, it is set to zero and an ouþut signal is generated that canbe used to intemrpt the CPU or DMA or sent to the outside.

4.3.5 The Graphícal User Interface (GUI)
As mentioned before, in most applications the C30 board is dependent on a
personal computer (PC) to initialize it and load its program into its memory. The PC
can also provide a convenient way for the user to send and receive information to
and from the DSP board. ln this project the inverter is used in an open loop control
system that receives the voltage and frequency orders from the user and applies the

properthree phase PWM voltages to the load (inductionmachine) terminals. Therefore the only information that is needed to be passed to ttre DSP board are voltage
magnitude and frequency. In this project since we do not use the C30's on-chip
ROM, the ANN's weights have to be stored in the PC's hard disk and be loaded into
the DSP board's RAM along with the firing control program.

The first interface program to be developed was a DOS based program
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(written in C language) that, after initializing the DSP board and loading its prograrr, copies the neural network weights into its memory and then waits for new
voltage and frequency entries from the user. Once a new value for the voltage or
frequency is entered by the user, this PC program writes them in certain addresses
in the DSP board memory and then sets a flag (by writing 1 in another memory address). The

firing control program (running on the DSP board) then uses these new

voltage and frequency orders to generate new fuing pulses.

To facilitate the data entuy by the user, anotherWindows 3.1 based program
was developed that basically does the same job as the DOS based program, but has
a more advanced graphical user interface. This program was

written in the C++ lan-

guage using the Borland C++ V4.5 which was the most up-to-date C++ compiler at

the time. Fig. 4-15 shows the GUI for the Windows based PC program. This pro-

gram allows the user to change the voltage and frequency orders either independently or proportionally

as

would be required for constant V/f control of an induction

machine. Each value can be changed either by moving the corresponding slider or

by writing in the text window. In the proportional mode the ratio of voltage to frequency can also be selected.

Another important function of the PC program is to send proper signals to
the firing control program for a smooth shut down when the program is terminated.
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During the shut down the three upper IGBTs should be OFF and the three lower
IGBTs should be ON. This is necessary to make sure that all three phase voltages
are zero and a free wheeling path exists for the currents. The lower IGBTs should

remain ON until the load current is zero. Since in this project the load currents are
not measured, the firing signals to the upper IGBTs are kept at "lo\¡y'" and to the lower IGBTs at

"high" level until the PC program is started again and the DSP board is

initialized.

4.3.6 Thefiring control (DSP) program
The firing control program is the main part of the firing system which is responsible for issuing the proper ON and OFF signals for all six IGBTs at the pre-

Fig. 4- 15 The graphical user interface fbr the PC program,
designed by the author
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cisely calculated times to make sure that the selected harmonics are removed from
the output voltage of the inverter. For this purpose the firing control program depends on a neural network subroutine that takes the per-unit voltage order as input
and returns the

firing angles that ensure the elimination of the selected harmonics.

In this project two different neural network subroutines were developed, the first
subroutine uses the sigmoid neurons and the second is based on the piecewise-linear
neurons. Both subroutines work well with the current application that does not require a quick response from the neural network, although the linear implementation
requires less processing time.

The neural network subroutine only provides the primary fuing angles, i.e.
those required for the first quarter of phase A. The secondary firing angles, i.e. other

firing angles for phase A and the firing angles for the other two phases, can be easily
calculated once the primary firing angles are available. Calculation of the secondary

firing angles for phase A is straight forward because the ouþut PV/M voltage has
odd and half wave symmetries. The same assumption has been used in the deriva-

tion of the basic optimal PWM equations. Based on this assumption, if uy,u2... an
are the
îE-a1yt

firing angles for the first quarter, the firing angles for the second quarter
lc-c[¡-lr ... n-a.1t

as those

ru.

are

The flring angles for the second half cycle are the same

for the first half cycle with a delay of n, i.e. ïr+crl,n+(x2... fi*cr¡: 2n-a1,
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2n-un-1, ...Zn-cLp

2æ (see

Fig. a-1). Firing angles for the other fwo phases can be

obtained by phase shifting those of phase A by 2nl3 and 4n13.

Fig. 4-16 shows the flowchart of the firing control program. The program
starts ruming once the DSP board is initialized and the firing control program is
loaded into it by the PC program. The frrst thing to be done is the initialization

of

the serial port and the timer. Initializing the timer includes setting it to use the C30's

intemal clock, resetting its counter and period registers and enabling the corre-

nltlallze 5en

New V or f?

Calculate secondary firing angles

lculate tirne between everv
two successive firins pulses

Fig.4-16 Flow chart for fning control program
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sponding CPU intemrpt. When initializing the serial port, we define DXO, DX1,

CLKX0, CLKXI, FSX0 and FSXI pins

as general purpose

ouþut pins. These pins

are then used for sending firing orders to the IGBT driver circuits.

After the initialization, the program enters an infinite loop, waiting for either
new values for V and F, or the exit command. Once a new value for V is received,
the neural network function is called to calculate the new primary frring angles. The

secondary firing angles are calculated atthe next step. Note that for applications like

STATCOM the converter voltages must be synchronized with the ac system voltages and therefore a phased locked loop is required. For a machine drive application

like this case synchronization is not required and the ouþut frequency is entirely
determined by the convettet itself. Then the firing angles for the three phases are
merged and the time interval between each firing pulse to the next one is calculated
based on the given frequency order. Knowing the period of the C30 processor's

clock, we can convert these time intervals into the number of timer clock pulses.
The converted time intervals are then put into

aî

array

of 114 elements called

"pulsewidth". Another array of the same length called "Phase" holds indicators that
show to which phase each firing pulse is related. For instance phasefk]=2 shows
that atthe end of the kfttime interval the IGBTs of phase B must be switched. The
information stored in these two arrays is used by the timer and the intemrpt routine
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to determine the correct switching times of each IGBT. After updating

the

"pulsewidth" and "phase" arrays, this loop ofthe program is complete and program
goes back to the waiting loop.
and

"oN" and "oFF"

If the exit command

is received, the timer is stopped

signals are sent to the lower and upper IGBTs respectively.

The C30 program then exits the main routine which leaves the ouþut signals at this

position until the C30 board is reset.

Every time the counter register equals the period register, an intemrpt signal
is sent to the CPU. This

will

cause the CPU to leave its current routine and jump to

the specified intemrpt routine. Fig.4-17 shows the flow chart of the timer intemrpt

routine. The intemrpt routine first stops the timer from counting to prevent it from
sending another intemrpt signal to the processor before it returns to the main rou-

tine. Without taking this precaution,

if

a second timer intemrpt is received before

the processor returns from the flrrst call, the program

will

enter an infinite number

of nested calls which will eventually cause an overflow in the stack and cause the
processor to halt. The next step is to load the period register with a new value from
the "pulsewidth" array. Thenthe corresponding element of the phase array is exam-

ined to find out which phase should be switched.

To make sure that the upper and lower switches of one phase do not conduct
at the same time which

will

cause a dc bus short circuit. we have to make sure that
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Hold Timer

Reset Counter

Register

Load new value

Decide which phase
should be switched

Is the upper

Turn offthe
Iower switch
Turn offthe
upper switch

Wait for 3 clock
Wait for 3 clock
cycles

Turn on the
upper switch
Turn on the
Iower switch

Unhoid timer

Fig.4-I7 Flow chart of the timer

intemrpt routine
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every time the status of a phase is changed, the conducting switch is turned off first
and after a short waiting period the other switch is tumed on. This is done in the

intemrpt routine function by looking at the global variables "statl", "staT2" or
o'stat3"

to check the current status of the switches for the changing phase. Based on

this, the currently "on" switch is turned off and after waiting in a loop for a short
period the other switch is turned on. Our tests showed that waiting in a "for" loop
for only one cycle which takes about 100ns is quite enough to prevent any short cir-

cuitting of the dc bus via simultaneous conduction of both IGBTs in a bridge arm.

The internrpt routine then updates the "stat" variable and the counter for the
"pulsewidth" and "phase" arrays and unholds the timer before returning the control
to the main routine.

4.3.7 Test results
The above mentioned prototype inverter was used to feed a 3hp 6-pole,
208V squirrel cage induction machine. A dc generator was coupled to the induction
machine to act as a mechanical load. Fig.4-21shows a photograph of the inverter,
the PC host, the ac and dc machines and the resistive load for dc machine. The ma-

chine was run with different speeds under different loads and speeds and the line
currents were measured and analysed by a digital oscilloscope. Fig. 4,18 and Fig.

4-19 show the machine cuffent waveforms and their Fourier analvsis under the
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0.7p.u. load and for inverter frequencies and voltages of lpu and 0.5 pu respective-

ly. As can be seen in these two figures, the proposed scheme has been able to remove all the lower order harmonics and the first harmonic that appears in the ouþut
is the 29th. As previously explained, the current waveform improves significantly

when the frequency and the magnitude of the fundamental component are increased. Precise measurements show that the actual output frequency of the system

is slightly below the ordered frequency. This is because the actual width of each
pulse in the ouþut voltage is increased from the originally calculated value as a re-

sult of holding the timer while the intemrpt routine is being processed. This devia-

tion from the desired response can be easily compensated for by adopting a more
CUMIM
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4-18 Experimental

results showing current waveform and its specffum
for the induction machine under 0.7p.u. load, V=lp.u and f=60H2.
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4-19 Experimental results showing current waveform and its spectrum
for the induction machine under 0.7p.u. load, V=0.5p.u and f=30H2.

Fig.

accurate method for calculating the length of each pulse. In this project though this

was not implemented, as the purpose of the project was to show the feasibility

of

the proposed connol scheme for the inverter. When using the proposed inverter as
a machine drive, one should note that quick changes

in frequency and/or the mag-

nitude of the voltage may cause large current transients. This is both because of the
larger slip in the machine and the non-optimal voltage waveform. Fig.4-20 shows
the current waveform after a step change in frequency.
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Fig.4-20 Experimental results showing Current transient after
1Hz step change in frequency
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Fig.

4-2I

A photograph of the inverter test set up
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4.4 coxclusroNs
The optimal PWM method can be used in practical inverters to eliminate the
selected harmonics from the output ac voltage and current. The precise firing orders

for the inverter electronic switches can be generated by a neural network based cir-

cuit as proposed by the author. The neural network offers a fast, reliable and computationally inexpensive altemative to the on-line calculation of firing angles.
Compared to a look-up table, it requires comparable memory and CPU time, while

its flexibility to accommodate several optimization factors as inputs is an advantage. The method was validated by extensive simulation studies and by building a
hardware prototype. This prototype uses a signal processing board (TMS320C30)
to emulate the artificial neural network and a PC to serve as a user interface. To reduce the computation time for the ANINI, the author replaced the sigmoid character-

istic functions of the neurons by piecewise linear functions and trained the ANN
with this a-priori knowledge. This method was also validated through a number of
simulation and exoerimental tests.
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APPT,TCATTOIV ilV AN AC-DC CONVER-TER.

,4NÐ STATCOM

The neural network controlled voltage source inverler can be used (with minor modifications) in an AC to DC converter (also known as PWM rectifier) to provide DC power to a load and at the same time regulate the reactive power exchange

to the AC system. When used without a dc source or load, the device is a STAT-

COM with the function of regulating the reactive power supply. This chapter
presents the details of design and results of simulation studies for two applications:

i)

an AC-DC converter with a single 2-level bridge and

ii) a STATCOM with two

bridses.
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5.1 rnB AC-DC coNVERTER
In Chapter 2 we stessed that it is highly desirable for a rectifier to draw

a

clean sinewave current at unity power factor frorn the ac lines. Utilities are partic-

ularly concerned about the harmonics
crease

the losses

in transmission

as they can propagate in the system and

in-

and distribution equipment; cause

the

misoperation of protective relays, and deteriorate the quality of the power delivered

to consumers. As the number of rectifiers in the system increases the problem of
harmonics becomes more serious. Several national and international standards. no-

tably IEEE 519, now limit the amount of harmonics that a consumer can inject into
the power system.

The ideas used in the previous section to design the optimal voltage source

inverter can be used to design an AC-DC converter. The converter would be able to
perform the task of AC-DC conversion and introduce very little harmonics into the
power system. The reactive power can also be controlled in a wide rang of positive
and negative values. Active power conffol is realized through closed loop regula-

tion of the phase angle between the converter ouþut and the ac system voltages. To
be able to control the reactive power, the magnitude of the converter ouþut voltage

is controlled in a closed loop while the dc voltage is kept at a fixed reference level.
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Basic structure of the acldc converter

Fig. 5-1 shows the basic structure of the converter. During steady state operation there is a constant voltage V¿, at the dc terminals. The capacitor C is large
enough to prevent sudden changes in the dc voltage. So for the purposes ofapprox-

imate analysis it could be considered as a voltage source. The three phase bridge
operates exactly the same way as the inverter used in the previous chapter to produce a terminal voltage E which is devoid of lower order harmonics. L, and Rrrep-

resent the transformer and system impedances. The current flowing into these
elements is governed by E and the ac system voltage V:

(

¿r"\

*
v-E
[o dr' )i =

(5-1)
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Considering that V is a pure sinusoidal waveform, the harmonic content of the ac
current depends only on the harmonic content of E and the size of Lr. By applying
the optimal PWM scheme, only the higher order harmonics exist in E which are
readily filtered by the system inductance. The amplitude and the phase angle of the
fundamental component of E can be controlled to regulate the active and reactive

power flow into the converter such that the dc load voltage and the power factor
(leading or lagging) at the ac terminals remain at the desired levels, regardless of
the changes in the load resistance or the source voltage. The next two subsections
explain the structure ofthe control system for this converter.

5.LI

d-q representatíon of the phase quantítíes

The active and reactive powers at the terminals of a voltage source converter
can be controlled independently as long as the currents and voltages are

within the

limits. This requires the control system to separate the active and reactive (also
called d and q) components of the ac current. This subsection explains the principles

of the d-q decomposition technique that is used in the converter controller.

In a three-phase three-wire system the sum of the three line voltages (and
currents) is always zero. Therefore only two of these voltages (currents) are independent variables. Neglecting the zerc sequence component, this is also true for the
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phase voltages. This is acceptable as the zero sequence voltage does not have any

effect on the active and reactive power in this case. Thus a set of such voltages (currents) can be uniquely represented by a vector (not phasor) on a plane [42] as illustrated in Fig. 5-2. For a balanced system with pure sinusoidal voltages the voltage

Fig.

5-2 Instantaneous voltage

vector

vector will rotate at the angular velocity of r¡ on a circular trajectory with a radius
equal to the magnitude of the three phase voltages. In general this vector contains

all the information of the three phase set, including the steady state, unbalancies,
harmonic waveform distortions and transient components. ln Eq. 5-3 the new static

direct and quadrature axes d, and q, and voltages V¿, and Vqs are introduced. The
transformation from phase variables to ds-qs coordinates is as follows:

Va
V,t)

r5-r\

[ïl=T. V
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where

1-1-1
^22
2
,f,2
Tr=3 rì
V ß
2-T

(s-3)

111

mþm
The inverse transformation can be obtained from the following equation:

2
_-1
T - = _r
T^
SJS

6-4)

=

The above transformation, although useful, can be improved by choosing a

rotating frame where the d-axis always coincides with a voltage vector. The advantage of this definition is that now the d-axis current component i¿ accounts for ac-

tive power (instantaneous) and io for reactive power. The transformation matrix in

q-a

vs

A

Þ

d-axis

c
Fig.

5-3 Representation

in ds-qs axis
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this case is:

(
coso .os[e

/

'>*\

-+)

¡-\

-ï)
2
T=3 -sino -,i"(, -+)-,in(, -+)
1

n

'o'[e

I

I

JZ

þ

(5-s)

where 0=tan-1 lVny'VAJ is the angle between the V vector and the stationary daxis. The phase quantities and the transformed quantities are related as follows:

'1r
[i, iq o-lt = tt'
^[ut¡t.J
Lo J

(s-6)

o-lt=tlv
[v,v
'b vlr
'cl
'L'a v.
L d q _l
Active and reactive powers are expressed in terms of the d and q quantities as follows:
1

p = lvli¿
ã

)

(s_7)

Q = ãlvliq
where lVl is the magnitude of the voltage vector.

5.1.2 System modelling and control
The system model and the structure of the control system we use here and

for the STATCOM are based on the model first presented by Shauder and Mehta
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This subsection briefly describes this model.

The instantaneous phase current and voltages in Fig. 5-lcan be represented
by the following vectors:

io=

T.

.1T

-.lr

T

"= L"u.o.J

F.iot"l

u= rLuuvovJrr

Using these vectors, the current-voltage relations at the AC terminals of the converter are described by the following equation:

Ãn1r

i - -4

Rio

+; (E-v)

(s-8)

where:

o'l
þ
R-13

äil

Transforming phase quantities to the d-q system and after some algebra we have:

.' .41-.n
[-n,,r
l F.-l .l [.,-'u'l
ä1,; =
j
L-., -R/LJ þ_l
qF¡
where

(5_e)

a = d0 / dt. If the losses in the converter and the series resistances are ne-
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glected, the active power at the ac and dc sides are equal, hence:
rr

V

.

?

"lr¡l

.

r^ . 1, = ãl Vl 1.
ococz"o

(5-10)

The above equation implies the important conclusion that the dc voltage is control-

led only by i¿. Eq. 5-9 shows that changing either of the control inputs e¿or eOwill
affect both i¿ and in It is highly desirable to control i¿ and iq (and hence P and Q)
independently. This can be done by changing e¿and enin a way that decouples the
two equations. In particular changing e¿and enaccording to the following equations

will decouple i¿and

io:

ed

= lvl -Lrcrlin+uu

(s-1 1)

eqsoq
- L coi,+u
This can be seen by substituting Eq. 5-10 in (5-9):

#[j = f.í''_J,J [j .+[j

(s-12)

Now by controlling i¿and iOthrough u¿and uq: we can control the dc voltage and reactive power independently. But the only variables which are accessible
are the amplitude and frequency

of the fundamental component of E. Therefore the

control system must first calculate lEl and the phase angle ô between E and the d-
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5-4 Block diagram of the control system

axis and then a separate control loop should set ô at the desired level. It should be
noted that since the actual controlled variables are the direct and quadrature axis
projections E¿and EOof the fundamental frequency component of E and not the actual d and q-axis components of E, there

will be stitl some coupling befween i¿and

in Fig. 5-4 shows the block diagram of the control

5.

system.

I .3 Simulatíon results

To examine the validity of the above analysis, a small system consisting

of

the neural network, the control and flrring systems, and the converter was simulated

using the PSCAD/EMTDC electromagnetic transient simulation software. The dc
capacitor was i000¡rF which is a typical size to keep the dc ripples at an acceptable
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Converter
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Fig.

5-5 AC-DC

converter model used in simulation study

level (+/- 5%).The series inductance Lrwas 0.35p.u. which consists of the transformer leakage inductance (0.15p.u.) and an additional series inductor (see Fig. 55). Extra series inductance was added to reduce the magnitude of the largest harmonic to about 5Yo. Altematively a parallel high pass filter can be connected at the
system side of the transformer to remove the remaining higher order current harmonics (29thandabove) and reduce the total harmonic distortion of the AC current.

Fig. 5-6 shows the phase voltage and current waveforms and the cuffent spectrum
when the reactive po\Mer exchange is zero and the active power is lp.u. As can be
seen, the

frst harmonic which appears in the phase current is the 29th

and all the

lower order harmonics are effectively cancelled. Higher order harmonics can be
further attenuated by increasing the series reactance, but this will also increase the
system's response time to changes in P and

e

orders. Responses of the system to a
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step changes in load and in" are shown in
response time is of the order

Fig. 5-7 and,Fig. 5-g respectively. The

of 1-2 cycles which is acceptable in most applications.

Faster response can be achieved

if

the series inductance is decreased, but this

result in larger harmonic currents unless a higher pulse number is used.

o

phosc wô!f,gc

oflhc

$ystñ

Fouricr Analysis
60

o1-

Curenr

mop¡rùdë

50

=F,
2

30

20
10
o

mbcr

Fig.

5-6

The voltage and current waveforms when e"=6 & p¿.=lp.u.
Note that the voltage and current are not in the same scale.
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Fig. 5-7 Response of the AC-DC converter to a step change in load
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5-8

Response of the AC-DC converter to a step change in io"
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5.2 Two.CoNVERTER STATcoM
As explained earlier, the optimal pwM method when applied to a z_level
converter can only push the harmonics to higher frequencies so that they are filtered
more effectively by the series inductance. In a 2-converter configuration (Fig.
5-9)
on the other hand, the

5ü, 7h, r7h,19üetc. harmonic voltages generated by the two

converters actually cancel each other because of the YY and YA transformers. This
is done in exactly the same way these harmonics are cancelled in a conve ntjonal
12-

pulse STATCOM as explained in section 2.4.4. This mechanism considerably
reduces the total harmonic distortion in the AC output voltage of the converter
as

()

Ø

Gate signals

firing control system
Line voitage measurement

Fig.

5-9

The structure of the 2-converter STATCOM
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and 7üare fypicalty the dominant harmonics. The
optimal

pv/M technique

be used to fuither improve the current waveform
by eliminating t

can then

tù,t:ftetc.

har_

monics' This way waveforms comparable to conventional
multipulse STATCOMs
can be obtained with only a few switchings per cycle.
The 12-pulse operation of the

STATCOM can be achieved by only one switching per quarter
cycle (Fundamental
Frequency Modulation) to determine the magnitude
of fundamental and is not considered here. To remove all harmonics up to the 23rdand
achieve a waveform sim-

ilar to a 24-pulse srATCoM with FFM, we need an optimal pwM
pattern that
only removes 11th and i3th harmonics. This requires only
3 switchings per quarter
cycle: 2 for removing the harmonics and an extra one for
being able to adjust the

modulation index. Similarly, waveforms comparable to
36 and 4g_pulse srAT_

coMS

can be achieved by only

5

and.7 switchings per quarter cycle. This means

the average switching frequency of the converter

will be

11 times the fundamental

(60H2 in 60Hz sysrems) for 3 6-pulse and 1 5 times
rhe fundamenta | (900H2 in 60Hz
systems) for the 48-pulse

srATCoMs. The switching function of the second con_

verter must be 30o phase shifted with respect to the first
one to guarantee the cancellation of the 5ftand Tftharmonics.

The control scheme for the STATCOM can be based
on either constant or
variable PwM patterns- If the constant PWM pattern
scheme is selected. the reac-
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tive power is controlled through the control of the capacitor
voltage. ln this case
only one set of switching angles is required that provides
the maximum magnitude
for the fundamental component and eliminates the selected
harmonics. In the variable PWM pattern method on the other hand, the capacitor
voltage is either kept
constant or is controlled independently of the ïeactive
power order to

fulfil other re-

quirements' Here the reactive power is controlled
by regulating the magnitude of
the fundamental component of the converter voltage
by selecting different pWM
patterns. The universal power Frow controiler (JpFC)
and voltage Source con_
verter based HVDC systems (e.g. FIVDC LITE and

rrvDc PLUS)

are examples

of

cases where the reactive power can not be controlled
only by regulating the capac_

itor voltage. Systems based on the variable PWM paftern
also have a faster response
because under this control scheme the system does
not need to wait for a change in

capacitor voltage to be able to change its output reactive
power. In both cases the
active and reactive power exchange between the converter
and the ac system must
be controlled using a closed loop control system.

5.2.

I

Simulatíon Results

To study the outcomes of the application of the neural
network based optimal PWM scheme to the 2-converter STATCOM, a
detailed simulation model was
developed for this system, with a control loop
similar to the AC/DC converter ex-
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Fig' 5-10 24-Pulse sJAT_coM a) capacitor
vortage, b) phase volrage and
Current (voltage scaled to 3kV, currentìn pu)
when iä=0.'A and c) the Fourier
Analysis of the phase Current
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plained in section 5.1. Two cases where the
first harmonics to appear are 23rd and
35th (similar to conventional 24 and 36-pulse
STATCOMS) were studied. In the

first case only 1lüand l3ftharmonics have to
be removed by the pwM switching
function while in the second case 23rdand 25üharmonics
should also be removed

in addition to the 11üand tgü. similar to the previous
systems, the optimal pwM
equations (Eq'

a-\

were solved in each case for more than 100 equidistant
values

for the magnitude of the firndamental component
and solutions were used to tratn a
separate neural network.

Both simulated STATCOMs have 100MVar capacity
and are connected di-

rectlyto a 100kv source with a series impedance of
0.05p.u. The convertertransformers are rated 55MvA each, 100/6.75kv with
0.lpu leakage reactance. The dc
capacitor is 5000¡rF and its nominal vortage is
1 Okv. Fig.

5-

1

0 shows the dc voltage

and ac voltage and current for the 24-pulse
STATCOM along with the Fourier anal-

ysis for the ac current. As expected the first
harmonic appearing in the current is the

2kd

and all lower order harmonics are effectively
cancelled. Response

of the 24-

pulse STATCOM to a large step change
in inorder is shown in Fig. 5-1 1. As can be
seen, in can catch up with the ordered value
in about three cycles. Although the de-

coupling in the control system reduces the effect
of change in io on i¿, there are still
some variations in i6and

V6 for a short time

after the transient. This is mainly be-
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Capacitor Voltage
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Fig' 5-11 Response of the 24-pulse srATCoM
to a step change rn Inorder
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trVa
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Fig. 5-11 Cont. Response of the 24-Pulse STATCOM to a Step Change in Io
Order (line current is in pu and phase voltage is scaled by a factor of 0.03)
cause of the flrnite response time of the control system and the quite large harmonics

produced by the converter during the transient.

Fí9. 5-12 shows dc and ac voltages, ac current and its Fourier analysis for
the 36-pulse STATCOM under the steady-state conditions. Here the first harmonic
appearing in the ac current is the 35th which has been highly suppressed by the

transformer leakage reactance. As a result the ac current is much cleaner than in the
24-pule case. The dc voltage is also smoother due to the reduced magnitude and
higher frequency of the harmonics in ac currents and switching functions. These results generally show considerable improvement over those from the single inverter
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converter presented in the previous section. This agrees with expectations that the

cancellation of 5th and 7th harmonics rather than shifting them to higher frequencies has a great impact on the final harmonic content of the ac current.
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Fig. 5-12 36-Pulse STATCOM a) DC CapacitorVoltage, b) AC Voltage and
Current (current is in pu and voltage is scaled by a factor of 0.03), c) Fourier
Analysis of the AC Current
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5.3 coxcLUSIoNS
In this chapter the neural network controlled optimal PWM technique suggested by the author was used in two other applications: the AC-DC converter and

the synchronous static VAR compensator (STATCON4). In the first application a
single two-level converter was used that is connected through a three phase trans-

former to the ac system on one side and through a smoothing reactor to a dc load on
the other side. A controller was developed for this converter which is based on the
d-q decomposition of the ac current. An optimal PWM scheme with nine chops per
quarter cycle was used for this system to eliminate all the ac current harmonics up
to the

294 Simulation

study shows that the system is able to keep the dc voltage at

the ordered level with small ripple (less than 0.2o/o), and provide the ordered reactive power at the ac terminals. Extra series reactance is required to keep the current
harmonics below 5%.

In the second application two converters are used that are connected in par-

allel at the dc side. On the ac side converters are connected to the power system
through YY and YA transformers with series connected primaries. This arrangement is much more effective in reducing the ac current harmonics: the magnitude

of the harmonics can be reduced to under 2% by using a PWM scheme with only

five chops per quarter cycle and without extra series inductance. ln general, the
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studies show that the PWM technique suggested in this project can be successfully
used in a variety of applications with different demands.
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CF{APTER. 6

CONCLUSrcTVS A]VÐ FUN.TWEN. WOR.K

Voltage Source Converters (VSC) are increasingiy used in power conditioning applications such as unintemrptable power supplies, rectifiers, active filters, re-

active power compensators, high voltage direct current power transmission,
machine drives and many others. Reducing the harmonics generated by the VSC
and its operating frequency (and the switching losses) are two major concerns spe-

cially in high power applications. Optimal pulse width modulation effectively reduces the VSC harmonics with the minimum number

of switchings and

hence
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minimizes switching losses.

Príncíp al Contribution
Although the optimal PwM method has been known for a long time, its ap-

plication is limited partly because of the difficulties in implementation. The main
contribution of this thesis is to show that a simple feed-forward artificial neural net-

work can facilitate the implementation of the optimal PWM technique. Using the
artificial neural network makes it possible to solve the governing equations of the
optimai PWM anduse the solutions to train the network all off line and without any
time pressure. This method shows great advantages over solving the optimal PWM
equations in real time. Compared to the conventional method of using look-up tables this method requires comparable amount of computational resources, but

it

is

more flexible in accepting new input variables.

Valídation
The validity of this method was studied through the extensive simulation
studies of a number of applications including a voltage source inverter, PWM rectif,rer and a STATCOM. In all the studied applications the neural network was able

to provide fast and accurate switching pulses for the inverter that satisf,res the harmonic reduction requirements. The practicality of the proposed scheme was proved
by buiiding a hardware prototype that employs a digital signal processor board to
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implement the neural network controller. This neural network provides the firing
angles for the f,rring system which is another computer routine running on the same

processor. Finally the firing signals are sent from the signal processing board to a

driver circuit that controls
ed to a six pulse diode

a

three phase IGBT bridge. The IGBT bridge is connect-

rectifier on the dc side and to an induction machine on the ac

side. A personal computer was used as a host for the signal processing board and as
a user

interface. This prototype was used successfully to control the speed of the in-

duction machine under a vanefy of load conditions, proving that the suggested
method can be actually used under non-ideal work conditions where the dc voitage
contains ripples, switching speed is limited, dead times between switching actions
are required and so on. It was also shown that the processing time for the neural net-

work can be reduced if necessary by using piece-wise linear characteristics for the
neurons and a customized learning method.

Suggested topics for further work
The application of the neural network for generating optimal PWM \¡/aveform opens the door to a number of other applications that were considered beyond
the scope of this project. Using a neural network to provide the optimal switching
pattern for an active flrlter is a clear spin-off of the current project. Although active

filters come in

a

variety of different arangements, the core part of all of them is usu-

ally a voltage source converter that generates the specified harmonics at the ordered
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magnitude and phase. These converters usually use standard sinusoidal PWM method with a high frequency triangular carrier. Using the optimal PWM for these converters can significantly reduce their operating frequency and switching losses.

Current controlled voltage source converters are widely used in machine
drives and some other applications. These converters normally operate at very high

switching frequency to be able to follow the reference current waveforms. Considering that in a normal induction or synchronous machine drive the machine current

is sinusoidal most of the time, it seems to be possibie to use the optimal PWM for
these converters. This can reduce the switching frequency by up to two orders

of

magnitude. Obviously, to obtain a comparable transient response, proper controllers must be developed. The neural network also easily lends itself to on-line train-

ing and therefore is generally suitable for applications where the optimal switching
pattern is selected intelligently based on the load and environmental conditions.
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APPE,T{ÐIX

A

A

TTIE FTP.TNG CONTROL PROGRAM

A'.1 TrrN PC PROGRAM
//Thís ís just the same as pwmwinl except that it is made possible to cal-f
// PvLv-F O from within the TMyEdit
#include <owl\f ramewin. h>
#include <ow1\apPlicat. h>
#include <owl\scrollba. h>
#include <owl\edit.h>
#include <owl-\groupbox. h>
#include <owt\radiobut.h>
#include <cstrinq.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#pragma hdrstop
#include "pvønwin3 . rh"
#incl-ude "c30intf c.h"
#define Max-Textlen 5
#def ine Minvoltage 0. 01
#defíne Maxvoltage 1. 15
#define MinFrequency l#define MaxFrequency 200

//rne eait
^1

window

â^ã mrÁt,Ê¡;r
f!'rJ!u¿u.

ufqÐÞ

public:

^,,1:1íC TEditi
ylJ

TMyEdít(TWindow* parent, int Id, const char far * text, ínt x. int y' int w, \
title);
int h, uint textIJen,bool ¡nu1tiline, TscrollBar* scroller,char
voíd EvKeyDown(uint key, uint repeatcount, uint flags),
float val;
protected:
TScrollBar* scrollPtr;
f l-oat ScrollerMín, ScrollerMax;
int scale;
DECLARE_RESPONSF TABLE (TMYEdit ) ;

j¡

DEFTNE_RESPONSE_TABLE2

(

TMyEdít, TEdit . TStati c)

EV_I^IM_KEYÐOWN,

END_RESPONSE_TABLE;
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/ /'r]r' lyF'd,íx cons

bructor

parent, int ld, const char far * text, int x. int y,
int w, \
int h, uint textlen,bool multiline, TScrollBar* scrofler,char title)
:TEdit (parent,Id, text ,x,Y,w, h, textI,en,mul-tiline) {
scrollPtr=scroller;
switch (title) {
case rVt : ScrollerMin=MinvoItage;

TMyEdit::TMyEdit(TWindow*

Scro f 1 erMax=Maxvo I tage

;

scale=100;
r¡¡ 1 =Mì ñ\¡^l

l-2dê

.

break;
: ScrollerMin=MinFrequencyi
case'F'
Scro

l- L

erMax=MaxFrequency i

scal-e=1;

val =MinFrequency;

break;
]
Ì

| | ñr^
/ / rfrc

r¡^iffqrrl

r.rl-¡^,.,

class TscrollTest : pubfic

publ ic

TFrameWindow

{

:

TScrollTest (TWindow* parent, const char far* title)
int c30init O ;

t

static int PutV-F ( ) ;
int Round(double x);

ñr^f
yr
v

çvv

ô^ |ev\+ô/l ..

void
voíd
void
void
voíd
void

SetupWindowO;

Paint(roCç dc,BOOL erase. TRect& rect) t
EvHscroll (UINT scrol-lcode,urNT thurìbPos,HW}TD hwndctl-)

;

EvEditResponse O ;

EvSize(UINT sízeT]¡pe,TSize& size)
CmProgramExít O

;

;

prr-vaEe:

TScrollBar* scrollerl- i
Tscroll-Bar* scroller2 ;
sfâf ic TMvEdi t* ScrollerlValue;
st-âi. i c TMvFìr1i t* Scroller2Value;
Voltage,
TStatic*
Frequency;
TStatic*
TGroupBox* radiocroupt
TRadioButton* Indipendent ;
TRadioButton* Proportional ;
TStatic* RatioTj-tLe;
RatioBox;
TEdit*
êfâfìô

rr'ìnna
urvrrY

\7ìnñtsr
vLLIPvL

¡Tñi-r

t ¿yvL

ñrñfr.

I y"yçL

DECLARE_RES PONSE-TABLE ( TSCTO

];
DE

I

l1TESt ) ;

FTNE-RE S PONS E-TABLE 1 ( TS C TO 1 1 TE S T, TFTAMEWiNdOW
EV-C OMMAND ( CM_PROGRÀM-EX IT, CMPTO gTAMEXi I ),

)
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EV_WM-HSCROLL.

EV_WM_SIZE,
END_RESPONSE-TABLE;

of static variables
//ínitíafization
* TscrollTest : : Scrol-l-erl-Va1ue=O
TMyEdit* TScrollTest : : Scrol-1er2Va1ue=0
TMr¡Edì f
rrl^ñd
ufurrg

Tcõr^l
ruçlv

1Tôef

r=n
vrrrPur-w
,.
'.\¡inñi-

'FScrôl

t
;

ITesf L....Tnfr=0.TScrôll'ì'esf
¡vu!

::nmf

r=0:

/pIl,E* TscrollTesL: :f2=0 ¡
// constructor
TScrollTest : : TScrollTest (Twind.ow* parent, const char far* title)
: TFrameWindow (parent, title) ,
r.wi n.lôw lnarenf . f.itle)
/

{

tr
Attr
At

.

X=cetsys temMetrics

(

SM_CXSCnSEN) / 5

.

Y=Getsys

teÍMetrics

(

sM-cYSCREEN) /7 t

n!rr

ü-1Ftsr

;

V*q.

Attr.W=Attr.

scrolferl-=

X*3

;

TScrollBar(thís, ID-HScroI11' 150,50,I25.20,TRUE)

new

t

scrollerl-Value= new TMyEdit(this,ID-EditBoxl,"0.00",190,20,38,21-,Max-TextLen,\
FALSE,

scrol1erl, 'V')

;

TStâf iclfhis.
\u¡¡¿Ë,

\/ôlfâde=nêw
vvruqYe-rrçv

TD Vô1fâdê
ru-vv¿usYv,

rr Vôlfâôêrr.55.50,65,21

scrol1er2= new TscroflBar(this, TD-HScrol12. 150, L30,
Scrofl-er2val-ue= new

,1\;

]-25, 20,TRUE)

;

TMy-

Edit (this, fD-EdítBox2, t'0. 00", 190, 100,38,2l.,M4x-Textlen. \
FALSE, scro1ler2, 'F' ) i
Frequency=new Tstatic(this, rD-Frequency, t' Frequency",45.130,90,2L,9) ¡
radiocroup=new TcroupBox(this,ID-RÀDIOGROUP," Voltage and Frequency

trol-

",

Con-

\

45,200,300,100);

rñrl i nênrlên | =n ew TRadioButton ( thi s, ïD-INDI PENDENT, " Independent ", \
,240 ,L00,25, radiocroup) ,
prôñôrii ona ì =npw TRadioButton(this, ID-PROPORTIONAL, "Proportional",
r r vyv¡
50, 260, I00, 25, radioGroup) ;
e

!¿¡s¡yv¿¡\4v¡¡

¡¡e

ri

50

\

RatioTitle=new Tstatic (this, TD-RatioTitfe, "Ratío (Hz/
p.u.Volts) ". l-60, 265, L25,20) ;
RatioBox=new TEdit(this, ID_RatíoBox, "60" ,290,265,35,22,M4x-Textlen,FALSE)
As

s

ignMenu (MENU-1 )

c30init

O

;

;

;

]
/ / setup

void Tscrol-1Test: : SetupWindowO i
TFramewindow: : Setupwindow ( ) ;
scrol 1er1 - >SetRanqe (MínVo1 tage* 1 0 0, MaxVoltage* 1 0 0 ) ;
s cro 1 1 er2 - > Se LRangie (MinFrequency, MaxFrequency ) ;
rndipendent - >setcheck (BF-cHEcKED),
]

/ /pair,t

void TScrollTest::Paint(TDC& dc,BOOL erase. TRect& rect) {
TRect c1íentRect. voltageBox(54,48,120,7l_), FrequencyBox(44,1-28,I35,151);
TFramel,iindow: :Paint (dc, erase,rect) ;
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GetClientRect (ClientRect) ;
TBrush* brush=new TBrush(TColor: :LtGray),
dc. SelectObject (*brush) ;
dc . Rectangle (CL íentRect ) ;
dc.Restoregrush O ;
ô

1-'rrrch.

^ô1ôf

T'|pen* pen=new TPen(TCofor: :B1ack)

dc. Sefectobject ("pen)

dc . Rectangle (VoltageBox) ;
dc . Rectanqle ( FrequencyBox)
dc . Res torePen ( ) ;
^ô

l ôtâ

ñôñ

;

;

;

.

]

/ / sLze

Tsize& /*síze*/)

EvSize(uINT /*sizeTlæe*/,

void TScrolITest::
Invalidate ( ) ;

f

]

/ /r,êf i n i t i on ôf the Round function
int TscrollTest : :Round(double x) {
int integer=floor (x) ;
double f rac=x- integer;
if(frac >= 0.5)
rôtsrrrñ

lint.aaor+1

rôt11rñ

i ñfôdôr.

\ .

]

// defini fion for fhê resnônse function for scroffer
void TscroLlTest:: EvHScrol-l(UINT scrollcode, UINT thumbPos.
{

q1 fMây .¡êyl-T,ên l

¡h¡r
//

¡=1

ì

s2 fMax 'Text-T,en'ì
- si [Max 'TextT-enl '
-__ -- -¿r
J

âñôêqf^r

TFramewindow: : EvHscrolf (scroltcode, thumbPos, hWndCtf)
'int- n1 =scrol I er1 ->GetPositionO ;
double q1=p1l100. 0;

Scrofferlvalue

->GetText (sl-,Max-Textlen)

doubl-e qq1=atof (s1)

'i f lf abs (oo1 - o1 ) >=0 . 01) {
sprintf (s1, "9".2f ",qL) ¡
->SetText (s1) t
Scrollerlvalue
ScrollerlValue ->wal=qL ;
if (Proportional->GetcheckO ==

BF-CHECKED)

RatioBox - >GetText ( s3, Max-Textl,en)
double natio=atof (s3) ;

int p2=Round (q1*Ratio) t
scrolfer2 ->SetPosition (p2) ;
sprintf ,=2, ""'.¿",P2) ;
Scrofler2Value ->SetText (s2)
Scroller2value - >va1=p2 ;

i;

PutV_F O

;

;

;

t

;

{

;

HWND

hWndCtl)

APPENDTX,4.

j¡
i¡f n?=c¡rn11 or) ->GetPosition O ;
Scroller2Value->GetText (s2,Max-TextI,en)
¿¿¡

e

i¡t

y!

nn?=¡fni

lc?\

t

r

j-f (abs (pp2 -p2 ) >=1)

{

sprintf (s2 , "*"¿" , nr, t
Scrolfer2value ->SetText (s2) ;
Scroller2Value - >vaf =p2 ;
if lprônôrfional ->GetCheckO == BF-CHECKED)
RatioBox- >GetText ( s3. Max-Textl,en)

double Ratio=atof (s3)
q1 =p2 / Ratio;

{

;

;

pl=Round(q1*100);
scrol-1er1 - >SetPosítion
sprintf (s1, "% .2f 't , qll t

(P1

)

;

ScroIler1Value ->SeLText (s1)
scrollerlvalue - >val=q1 ;

;

\;

PutV_F O

;

J;
]

//Response function for Exit command
void TScrol-l-Test: :CmProgramnxit ( ) t
while( Getlnt(NewDataFlaq,DUAL) l=
PutInt (NewDataFlag,
/ /HoIdO
(-m.Eixr_E

DÜAL, 2)

0)

¡

;

(,

t

]

//Rosnonsc

funcfion

for

Edit

Box

void TMyEdit:: EvKeyDown(uint key, uint repeatcount,uint flags)
char s [Max-Textlen] ;
TEdit : : EvKeyDown ( key, repeatcount, f lags
i f lkcw == VK RETURN) {
this - >GetText (s, Max-Textlen) ;
val=atof (s) ;

inf n=va l * (thi s->scale) ;
if (va1<thís ->Scrollerl.lin)
va 1=thi s - >Scro1 lerMin ;
p=va1* (this ->scale) t

{

);

{

t;

if (val>this ->ScrollerMax)
va1=thís - >Scrol lerMax ;
p=val* (this->scale) t

{

i;
if

(this->scale==100)
sprintf (s , " eo. 2f " , val.)

ì

el- se

sprintf (s, "%d".P¡

;
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this ->SetText (s) ;
(this - >scrol-1Ptr) - >setPosition (p) ;
'-L'SCTOJ_J_'l'eSC : : .PUCV f (,| ;

l¡
]

| / ñL^
---1: ^^-: ^- class
rrrc
dtrrfraa9oLaurr

/ /

class TscrollTestApp : public TApplication
public:
'nscrôl lTêcfÀnn lconst char far* name)
: TAppÌication ( name) {};
voj-d InitMainWindow ( ) ;

{

];

// Tfi ti¡lizo
nrôõram'S main window
void TscroLl-TestApp: : InitMainWindowO {
Mainwíndow= new TscrollTest( 0, "PWMwrN3") t
MainWindow- > Setlcon ( this, rCON-1 ) ;
]

#praqrma argsused
//

M^:ñ

ñr^drâñ

int owlMain(int argc, char* arqv[] )
mq^r^l
rôf

I Tôêf Àññ
:nn
1¡¡q¡rnl
¡yP
syP

l êrrrì

¿

ì1rñ

ann
Rrrn
syy¡¿!s¡¡\/,

I \

.

]

the c30 board and sends the ANN's weights to it.

//Íh;c func|ion initializes
int TscrollTest: :c30inito
i

{

.

loat \n/ []-001 ;
nhid, nout, nweight, í;
int

f

'lnna
fvfrY

iñf

¿f¡e

rrla¡a
urvll\J

l^âÁcfâl-.

r.mfr
wPU!r

¡hìÄntsr

ñ^rrfñl-r/*

/ / couL<<" in c30init"

;

F1=f
r r ! nno¡
vyu¡¿

ltlr,rôidhf

q

,yvvyu!tvywLt

a)ñl-r

â1ñl-r

â?ñj-r-â?nfr-nhsntr*/:
s-yeLt

*/

/* reading weights from file
FTT.F*

numl-r

rrvquyur/

¡r¡¡ruyu!,

ll

i.yf

llrlr'ì

.

/ / f2=fopen "pwmout. txt" , "w" ) .
int end=f scanf (f 1, rreod eod %d", &nweight, &nhid, &nout)
(

r

;

r ( eno. == .E;u.F ) t
printf ("end of fil-eI!");
return - 1;

i

for(i=0; i.<nweíqht; i++¡
end=fscanf (fI, "%f ", cw Ii]

1

r-r (eno == .uu.b, t

printf ("end of fife!
return - l- t

!

")

)

;

;

]
]

/*

-Loacr usH

program -/
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SelectBoard ( eoardÄdr ) ;
loadstat=Loadobj ecLFile
!=0) {
if(loadStat

out" )

(',pwTn-Dsp34.

ì

printf ( "unsuccessful 1oad" ) ;
return - 1;
Putlnt (PcProceedFlaq, DUAL, 0 ) ;
PutInt (NewDataFlag, DUAL, 0 ) ;
Reset O ;
/* start DsP Program */
for(i=0; i<10000 && (GetInt(PcProceedFlag,DUAL) l= 1); i++)
¡ /* wait for PcProceedFlaq. Ðsp program is preparíng
to be handed to the pc */
the address of w.Vín,..'
if (í == 10000) {
nrìnff
f ¡¡u!
P!

return

/t¡ur:i¡iñd
wqf
uf
\
-

]¡Y

i.ôô
uvv

lnna
rv¡¿Y

for
LvL

llsn'r): t
vvy

I

l-;

]

PutInt (PcProceedFlag, DUAL,

0

);

/ * gstting

\,,/ptr=Get32Bit(wptradr,DUAL) ¡
I/innf
r=cêf 32RiIL\v¡rrvurqv!
lVìnnf râdr nTTAT,) :
vfrryu!

Tptr=Get32Bit (Tptradr,

/*

the location of */
x/

wari or:s war'ì ableS

DUAL) ;

r¡dr
¡Ìri
??Ri I lnLri
rr¡¿ruy ¡lnt-r=êalu!
\¡grtsg dn1-urgsr
ñ^rìf
ñf
r=êôl-.??Ê,ì
|
l¡^,,ts*f
-â¡'
¡¡vuuYu!-ve
\lIUuLPLrqu!

DTTAT,)

:

uv^Dt \
, ñrl^T

I

.

.

/*pwptr=cet32Bit (pwptradr,
nf r=Gcf 12Ri t (â1 nt-radr,
a2ptr=Get3 2Bit ( a2ptradr.

a1

DUAL) ;
DUAL) t
DUAL ) ;
DUAL ) ;

a3ptr=cet32Bit ( a3ptradr,
phsptr=Get32Bit (phsptradr,

DUAL) ; */
Putrnt(nhidptr.DUAL,nhíd); /* putting information ín

Dsp memory

*/

PutInt (noutptr, DUAL, nout) ;
WrBlkFlt (wptr, DUAL, nweight, w) ,
]

/rlís function sends V and F to the DSP board
int TscrollTest: : PutV-F O {
/

f l-oat Vin, f req. pw [115 ]

Aug 1/96

t

vin=Scro1 lerl-Value - >val t
f req=5sr.1 l-er2Value - >va1

;

vl_n=van*r.t¿-!.ui
f l-oar T= (L/ freq) / 960e-9 i
while( Getlnt(NewDataFlaq,DUAL) l= 0)
- / / rc¡i êrrê nêw rtata
PutFloat (Vinptr, DUAL. Vin) t
PutFloat (Tptr.DUAL, T) ;
Putlnt (NewDataFlag, DUAL, 1) ;
/" white (GetInt (pf 1ag, DUAL) I =1)

// wait until

Dsp is ready to

i

PutInt (pf 1aq, DUAL, 0) ;
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RdBlkFlt (pwptr, DUAL. 114, pw) ;
f or (í=0 ; í<1-L4; i++)
fprintf (f 2, " eo8 . 1f 't , pw [iJ ) ;
t

if

(fmod

(i,

I ) ==0 )
r\ñil\.

fnrinff/f,
*/
l.

return

0t

i

,4..2

rnn

DSP

BoARD PRocRÄM

Program PwmDsp33.c is
to 0 when Comml=2 * /
#include <math.h>
#define PeriodReq
#define GlobalctrlReq
#define CounterReq
#define rnitTimer0
#define HoldTimerO
#defineUnHoldTimerO
#define Setlntvect0g

/*

the

same

as PwmDsp32.c except for returning the outputs

(Iong *)
((long *¡
((1ong *)
(

0x808028)
0x808020)
0x808024)

*GlobalCtrlReg=Ox302L

*GlobalctrlReg &=-0x80
*clobalCtrlReg l=6><9g
asm(" .sect \".int09\"") ;\
asm(" .word _c_intO9 ") -asm(" .text")
asm(" oR 100h, rE")
#define en_int_8
asm(" AI{DN 100h, rE")
#define dis_int_8
asm(" oR 2000h,ST")
#define en-GTE
#dpfìne DxO fôr ôut-nrl- * I (lono *) 0x808042) A=-0x10;\
* 1 11on9 *) 0x808042) | =0x60
*((long *) 0x808042) ^=0x40
#define togle-Dxo
#define DX1-for-output *((long ") 0x808052) &=-0x10,\
* ( (f6¡s *) 0x808052) I =0x20
* ( (fong *) 0x808052) n=0x40
#define togle-Dxl
#define Fsx0-for-output * ( (long *) 0x808042) &=-0x100;\
* ( (l6ns *) 0x808042) | =0x200
* ( (1ong *) 0x808042) n=0x400
#define togle-FsxO
#rief ine FSX'I for o¡fnrf *Illonc *) 0x808052) A=-0x100;\
*((1ons *) 0x808052) l=0x600
*((1ong *) 0x808052) ¡=0x400
#define toqle-Fsx1
#define CT,KXO fôr ôrlfnrt * I llono *) 0x808042) &=-0x1;\
* ( (l6ns *) 0x808042) | =0x6
*((long *) 0x808042) ¡=0x4
#define togle-c],Kx0
#define CLKXI-for-output *((1ong *) 0x808052) &=-0x1;\
*((1ong *) 0x808052) l=Oxz
#define Logle_cLKX1 * ( (1ong *¡ 0x808052) ^=0x4
#define FSRO_for_output * ( (1ong *) 0x808043) &=-0x100; \
* ( (l6ns *) 0x808043) | =0x200
*((long *) 0x808043) n=0x400
#define togle-FsRO
* ( (long *) 0x808042) &=0x444;\
Reset-outputs
#define
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*((long *) 0x808052) &.=-0x444¡
#define nrn (h) 1/ (1+exp ( -h) )
#def ine min (4, B) ( (A<B) ? A: B)
nhid, nout, pulse,phasetll5l,statl-.stat2,stat3;
int
f l-oat wi100l ,Vin,T.o [9] ,lastswitch, pulsewidth t1151 , alphal [40] . alpha2 [40] . a1pha3 [40] ;
extern float *Comm2, *Comm3, *Comm7, *Commg, *Commlo, *Comml1,
*cornms, *Corìn6;
extern int
ôvtsôrñ

'l nna
¡vrrY

i ñl- f-ôr-n

¿¿¿u

nnmm l

*Comml-2;

ônmmq.

void ANN(void);
main
{

()

int í, j, ij,k, íL, í2, í2t' í3j, i3 i
float mn,minn;
/*

/

trrncfor
u!q]¿r!e

1-hê åÁÁrêqqês

fô

nc

*/

Comm2=vri Comm3=&Vint Comm5=&nhid; Comm6=&nor.rt; CommT=&T,Comm9=pulsewidth;
Comml- 0=alphal ; Comml 1=a1pha2 ; Comm12=al-pha3 ;
Comm0=1;
CommS=0;

Pulse=Q;
phase [0] =1;

alpha2t38l=5'; /* Lo make sure that the last switching is for
alpha3t3Sl=5; /* phase 1 at alphat=A */
statl=1 r stat2=0; stat3=1;
SetIntvect09

*/

t

rnitTimer0;

HoldTimer0;

en-int-8;
ñv^
€ ^u^v_!v!_vuLyqu,
^" tsñrr ts .
nv1
ç^r
f ñrr f .
vr_vs
sr\r_!
^rr eY e e ,
^tirv^
u!^^u_rvr_vu
arvl
u!^^!_L
^a

E^-

^rrrñrtF.
Lyu

C^v!_vu

Fcvn +^r
Ëcv1 ç^r
FeÞf'ì +^r

u ,
.
t

^ttÞñrrF
uyuu

.

^r1fñrrl^11f

ñ1r1-

.

^rrlñìrt.

*PeriodReg=100;
while (1) {
whíle(Comm1 == 0)

/* wait for new data */

if (Comrnl == 1) {
ANN0,
for(i=0;i<9;í++)
/* calculate all swtiching angles of phase 1 */
*/
a1pha1¡i1=otiJ'¡
/* in one complete cycle
for (i=9; i<18; i++)
a1pha1 [i] =2 -a1pha1 [17 - i] ;
a1pha1 ÍLB) =2

¡

for (i=19; í<28; i++)
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alphal Ii] =2+alpha1 ti-191

;

[36-i]

;

f or (i=28; i<37; j-++)
âlnhâ1 f i I =4-alnhal
alphal l3'71=4;

for(i2=0;alphalli2l<2.6666'7¡i2++¡ /* find the first
/* 240 degrees
;
for(i3=O;atphal-tí31<1.33333;i3++) /* find the first
/* 120 degrees
i

for(j=0;j<38;j++) {
i2j=i)+j;
i3j=il+j t
if (i2j >37 )
i2j -=3s'
if (i3j>37)
i3j -=3s'

switching angle afLer */
*/
switchíng angle after */
*/

/* cafculate switching angles for phases 2 and 3*/

a1pha2 [ j ] =alpha1- ti2 j I +l-.333333

if (alpha2 tj I >4)
alpha2 ljl -=a¡
alpha3 [j] =a1pha1 tí3jl
if (a]pha3 tj I >4)
alpha3 lil -=A;

;

+2 .666667;

]

i1=0;i2=0;i3=0;lastswitch=Or /* calculating the time intervaf between */
HolrlTimero,
/ * switching instant */
for (k=0 ¡k<L!4;k++¡ ¡
mn=nin (alpha1 [i1] , alpha2 ti2l ) ;
minn=min (atpha3

[i3],mn)

;

if (ninn == alpha1 tirl ¡ I
pulsewidth tkl = (aIpha1 [i1] - lastswitch) *T;
phase [r+t] =t '
l-astswitch=a1pha1 [ i1] ;
i 1++;
]

else if (minn == alpha2 tizl ¡
pulsewidth [k] = (a1pha2 [i2] - lastswitch) *T;
1

phase [k+1] =2;

lastswitch=a]pha2 [í2 ]
i2++;

;

l
a]

co

{

pulsewidth [k]

= (a1pha3

[í3] - lastswitch) *T;

phase [k+]-l =3;
l-as

tswitch=a1pha3 [ i3 ]

;

i ?++.
Ì
]

Comm8=l-;

UnHofdTimer0

A

t

Comml=0;
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]

íf

== 2)

(Comm1

I

HoIdTimer0;
Reset_Outputs;

return

i

0

]
]

void c-intO9 (void)
{
l-!
Ilf

U l,I

l.-l
^-r,

.

HoldTimer0;

periodReq=puI sewidt¡ [pu1 seì

*

*CounterReg=0 t
if (phase [pulseJ == 1)

if (stat1==1)

;

{

{

toqle-DX1;

statl=0;
f or

(i=0; i<k; j-++)

togle-DX0

t

]

el-se

{

togle-DX0,
for ( i=0 ; i<k; i++ )
s

tatl=1

;

togle-DXl-;
]
]

else íf (phase
if (stat2==1)

[PulseJ == 2\ I
i

togle-FSXl-;
s tat2=0 ;

for

(

í=0 ; i<k; i++

)

EOgle_t. bÀu i

j
else

{

toqle-FSX0

t

stat2=1;
for ( i=0 , í<k t i++

)

togle-FSXi-;

i
i

if

(stat3==1)

{

toqle-CLKxl-,
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stat3=0;
for ( i=0 ; i<k; i++ )
togle-CLKX0;
]
tog.l-e_uLKÀu i
êf ãf ?=-l

.

for ( i=0 ; i<k; i++

)

toqle-CLKX1;
]
]

Pulse++

t

if(pulse ==

56)

togle-FSR0;

if (pulse ==

7]-4) I

Pulse=O;
togJ-e_t. 5.Ftu;
]

unHoldTimer0;
]

eâfculates the outputs of a neural network, given the
*/
number of neurons in each layer and weigfhts in Xerion format
woid ANN (void)
int nh,not
{
extern f loat \^I [] , O [] ,Vin;
extern int nhid,nout;
f loat ohid [10],hhid [10],hout [10] ;
/* frr¡¡fiôn
! s:¿vç+v

/

ÀNN

int i, j , nx=- 1;
for (i=0; i<nhid; i++)

{

nx++ i

hhidtil=wlnxl;
]

for (i=0; i<nout; i++) {
hout

Ii]

=w

[nx]

;

l

for (i=0; i<nhid; i++)

{

nx++;

hhid til += vin*w [nx]

;

)

;

ohidlil =nrn(hhidlil

]
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for (i=0; Í<nhid; i++) {
for(j=0;icnout;i++) [
nx++;

hour [j

] += ohid [i]

*w

[nx]

;

i
]

for (i=0; i<nout; i++)
I -*-v^ f;
Lfl -¡¿rrr

/È^"r
\¡avuu

.
f;
LrJ I \/ ,
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B

THE NE,URAL NETWOR,K PAR,LMETERS

In this appendix the weights and biases for the neural network used in Chapter 4 (Fig. 4-5 andFig. a-6) are presented.

input

(Vi)

Wl

is the matrix of weights between the

and the neurons in the hidden layer (f,rve neurons) and B1 is the matrix

of biases for them. W2 is the matrix of weights between the the hidden layer and
output neurons (nine neurons) and B2 is the matrix of biases for ouþut neurons.

-t4.472779

Wl

-76.7r29r2
=

-383. I 1309
0.10446498
22.067927
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2.2067927e+00r]

B1=

9.3729853e+001
7 .3796606e+000
4.4835525e+002

|
|
|

-1.1472984e+00!

W2=

15e+001

-9.4316434e-001

5.770 i 206e+000

1

9.66 13778e+000

2.1 138645e+000

5.67 44933e+000

6.1287376e+000

2.6605783e+000
2.8603460e+000

6.1 5744 15e+000

3.0521 592e+000

4.82605 10e+000

6.6928080e+000

3.3739890e+000
3.07 1 7608e+000
8.2079350e-00 I
6.2807951e-001

1.2630738e+001
1.10445 12e+001
l !1313982e+001

759e+000

1.73374ÇQe+001

6. i 921

1.2442316e+001

2.2162922e+001
2.1691124e+001

1.335906 e+001
I

.4 1875

4.8405978e+000

7.5706376e+000
9.92 I 5435e+000
8.5449809e+000
9.9881710e+000
8.9067722e+000
9.9334807e+000
9.2441584e+000
9.11'77541e+000
9.2401377 e+000

-r.U613973e+00
9.4934452e+000
-1.5590635e+00
9.509 1 637e+000
1.2618835e+00
1.0109982e+001
- i .2 1 559 14e+00
1.1014115e+001
- 1.3 I 66383e+00 I

-

-2.2174204e+00

B2=

-3.1526206e+001
-2.1340697e+001
-3.3619 l78e+001
-2.5 19 1099e+001

-4.0214074e+001
-3.2780863e+001

-4.7678262e+001
-4.1059082e+001
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